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SWAP YOUR
SHOP SHOTS
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Members of the Annapol is (Md.) Woodworkers' Gui ld

Master craftsman Marc Adams gives you
tons of tips and tricks on veneering. (heck
out 0ur FREE 11-part video series, hosted by
Marc. (lick 0n the "Shop-Tested Techniques" tab
at tvrtrttJtit.'tt],1r rt'rr',f r')rll vit-it ai.

How can a guy get any work done in here?!? Larry Schwager
of Jerome, ldaho, just built his first woodworking shop, below, and
he posted ph0t0s of it at ii,*ri.!i lJul,t,:ir:c.tcnr/siropsliots in the
ldea Gallery. See more photos or post your own!
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on the web
wood magazine.com

MAKE SAWDUST, MAKE
Find a woodworking club or
gui ld in your area by visi t ing
i i r f ( i r i r l : , i r r . ; .  ; l i i . ' ,  { l i l l , i i l i l c .  Y O U

can even create a free listing for
your own club.

FIND ANY
ARTICLE FAST!
Search 23 years oIW00D
magazine in seconds. Go to
\,' ' !  { l r1{i  I  i  i .1 { i ,1 J i  i t i . .  r , , t i  i  I  I  i  i i j l '  r  d Id

type a keyword that describes
the tool ("router"), project
("bench"), or technique
("dovetail"). I nstantly, you'l I
get a list of all the articles
related to that word.

VENEERING TIPS ON VIDEO
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ON GIT

.Store 7 issues in the space of
a thin paperback.

. Quickly find articles using the
search feature.

. Print pages and patterns for
in-shop use.

. lncludes active links to
online resources.

You'll find:

32Proiects
211 T^^l D' '
rl r ruur nCVl€WS
l l ' T

T2shopTips

5gixl,il-,fiilllll'n
and Much More!

To orderyour CD go to
woodmagazine.com I 2AA5

or call toll-free 888-636- 4478
524.95 + 53 5&H
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Better Homes and Gardenso

wffiffiffiffitr.
November 2007 Vol.24, No.6 lssue No.180

Owen recently
made picture I
frame bookends, a :
vase, and a jewelry :
box as gifts. i

Last Valentine's Day,
Jeff surprised his wife
with this mission
rocking chair.
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We all make mistakes -
leam how top woodworkers

fixthem!
Solve workshop goofs with these
tried-and-true solutions:
y' Ensute tight, just-right ioinerY

' / End measuring and marking snafus

y' Honeyour hand-tool skills

y' hointing and planing pointers

y' orilting do's & donts

y' Router remedies

or call toll-free 888'636'44'78
$6.99 U.S., $8.99 6nada

Purchase online at
woodmagazine.comlpublications

Making it easy fol you
to findpast articles

ou've been there-the grocery
store checkout line where
you're asked: "Paper or Plastic?"

E_ditsrllAngle_

I typically opt for paper, knowing I can
reuse the paper sack for any number of
shop purposes (such as a kraft backing
for picture frames). But faced with a
similar question: "Paper or Internet for
an index of past WOODa magazine
articles?" I opt for the Internet'

Why? The advantages of Putting the
index onto our Web site are so powerful
(I'll describe them in a bit) that I
haven't given much thought to putting
an index into the magazine since we
last published one in 2000. But a recent
meeting I had with a group of wood-
workers convinced me that I need to
discuss this subiect here.

It started with a focus group
From time to time, we sit down with a
group of woodworkers to find out what
we're doing right in the magazine and
what we could be doing better. On one
such occasion, members of the Des
Moines Woodworkers Association told
me how much they missed having a
paper index. And truth be told, we get
the same comment from a lot of other
readers who write or e-mail us.

Obviously, we need to do a better iob
of letting you know that our online
index does exist and informing you of
its benefits.

To find the online index, simPlY go
to woodnragaz-iner.com and click on the
"Article Index" box in the upper left of
the page. You'll go to a search-engine
page where you enter a word or two
describing the article you want to find.
For best results, follow these tiPs:

First, enter oneword that describes, in
a general way, the article You are
looking for. (To make the index work,
we "mark" each article with an average
of 18 words that best describe its
contents.) If you enter one of those
"marked" words, the article will show
up in a listing. For example, if you're
trying to find a Shaker-stYle bed
project, simply enter "bed" in the
search fietd. A Shaker-style bed will
show up in a listing of other bed-related
articles. Enter two words, say "shaker

8
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Art icle Index
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bed," only if the listing you get with a
single word is too long.

One more tip: Make sure You've
spelled the search word correctly. The
search engine won't ask you "Do You
mean rabbet?" if you're looking for tips
on rabbet joinery but enter the word
"rabbit."

Why an online index
makes so much sense
The biggest limitation of a paper index:
It becomes obsolete as soon as the next
issue of the magazine comes out. The
online index is always up to date, with
articles from issue 1 (October 1984)
through today. Including this issue, the
online index searches more than 3,000
articles, so you don't have to wade
through multiple annual indexes to
find an article. And, if you don't have
the issue that the article appeared in,
the online index often tells you how to
obtain that article.

Finally, our online index doesn't eat
up valuable pages in the magazine-
pages that instead we are able to devote
to more projects, tips, tool reviews, and
the other coverage you enioy so much
in each issue.

If you haven't used
the online index
lately, go ahead and
trv it. I think you'll
like it. lF

E^!Ay^;r,,-
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work.) Here's how it works: Draw Your
circle with a compass. Without adiust-
ing the compass, make a beginning
mark anywhere on the circle, position
the compass point on that mark, and
then draw a short arc that intersects the
circle. Move the compass point to that

mark and draw another intersecting
arc. Repeat until the last mark intersects
the first, as shown at far /efr. You now
have six equidistant points, from which
you can choose three (as shown with a
triangle near left) to lay out the notches
for the legs.

-Keith Hogon, Poinesville, Ohio

i Article updates
i Issue 177 (laly 2OO7)
i r ln the review of trim routers on page
: 45, the bit opening on the Porter-Cable
i 310 subbase should be13/tc", as l isted in
i ttre chart on page 46. Also, Grizzly does
i not offer optional bases for its model
i H7791 trim router.

Issue 178 (September 2OO7)
r The MLCS Merle band clamP
(part #9012, $27;800-533-9298 or
mlcswoodworking.com) featured on
page 110 uses a 23" steel band rather
than fabric.

Simple geometry pinpoints a speedier way to locate table legs
While reading your article on how to
build the three-legged plant stand in
issue 175 (Marclrr2OOT),I remembered a
quicker way to lay out the locations for
the legs on the top ring and shelf.
(I found the idea while helPing mY
daughter with her geometrY home-

Teen wins contest with first woodworking proiect
Your easy-to-follow plans helped a
16-year-old family friend, Jessica Kelly,
build her first woodworking project.

Jessica asked me to helP hei learn
woodworking, and I was haPPY to
oblige. After looking through my past
issues of WOODo magazine, she
decided on the Arts & Crafts night-
stand from issue 159 (November 2OO4).
We shortened it 2" to match the height
of her bed, built the top with a mitered
frame, enclosed the back with a

plywood panel, and chose a different
style of drawer handle.

Jessica entered her nightstand in a
regional woodworking competition
through her school and beat out nearly
L00 contenders to take first prize-the
only girl ever to win. Now she says she's

i hooked on the hobby, and her next
project will be the matching dresser in
issue 160 (December/JanuarY
2OO4lZOO').

-Dan Wassmuth, Cairo, Mo.

r For woodworking advice:
Post your woodworking questions (joinery, finishing,
tools, turning, general woodworking, etc.) on one of
14 online forums at woodmagazine.com/forums.

r To contact our editors:
Send your comments via E-mail to
woodmail@woodrnagazin€.(om; or write to
W00D nagazine, 1716 Locust 5t., LS-221 ,
Des Moines, lA 50309.

1 0

I Subscription assistance:
To notiff us of an address change, 0r t0 get help with
your subscription, visit woodmagazine.com/service.
0r write to W00D magazine, P.0. 80x 37439, Boone, lA
50037-0439. Please enclose your address label from a
recent magazine issue.

r To find past articles:
See our index at woodmagazine.tom/index.

r To order past issues and articles:

0rder past issues of W00D nagazine, our special issuel

or downloadable articles from issue 100 to present Visit

our online store at woodmagarine"tom/store.
Some issues are sold out.

I Updates to previously published projects:

For an up-to-date listing of changes in dimensions

and buying-guide sources from issue 1 through today,
go to woodmagazine.tom/editorirl.
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Router Clinic,

2Minute
Router-Bit
Tune-Up
I t't tempting to just "grab and gg"

I when chucking up a router bit. And
I whv not? The bit worked fine the
last time you used it.

The truth is that the effects of use
(and sometimes abuse) accumulate,
and the more you use a router bit, the
less effective it becomes. Here are four
essential steps to take before using a
router bit:

I Inspect for dirt, damagb
Using a bright light-and a magnifier if
necessary-thoroughly examine the bit.
Look for dirt or deposits on the shank that
might interfere with chucking up the bit,
as well as gunk on the bit body and cutters.
Examine the cutting edges carefully by
shining the light right on.the edge. A sharp
edge will be nearly invisible, but dull or
damage{ carbide will reflect noticeably as
you turn'the bit in the light, as shown.This
bullnose bit was dropped onto a concrete
floor, damaging one cutting edge.

2 Clean from tip to shank
Give the bit a thorough cleaning to temove
built-up dust, hardened pitch, and other
deposits that may interfere with the cut.
Remove the bearing, where necessary, and
spraythe bit with a good-quality bit cleaner.

. (See Sources.) Let it stand for a few minutes,
and then wipe the softened deposits away
with a clean cloth or papertowel.You might
be surprised at how much gurtkwill come
off even the cleanest-looking bits. Use a
toothpick or soft brass brush to scrape debris
from the recesses ofthe cutting edges and
from the bearing, if the bit has one.

3 Lubrlcate the bearlngs
lf the bit has a bearing, spin itwith your
fingers to be sure it turns freely. Bearings 

'

.inust turn freely to keep from burning
workpiece edges. A drop of.machine oil (or
the lubricant that comes with the Bitsaver kit,
sougced at fightl will do the trick. Let it soak
in for a second, and then spin the bearing
several times to allow the lubricant to seep
into the bearing andthoroughly coat internal
parts. Wipe away any excess from the outside
of the bearing, as well as any lube that may
have gotten onto the bit body.

1 2

4 Hone the cuttlng edges
A fine or extra-fine handheld diamond hone
works best, but be sure to hone only the flat
face of the cutter, not the angled edge. A
few swipes with the hone before each use is
usually enough to keep bits at their best. lf a
bit will be used extensively, take it out of the
router from time to time and hone it again.
For badly dulled bits (or bits with damaged
cutting edges), consider a professional
sharpening or replacement.

Sources
Blt chrncn! Bitsaver kit, 520 (Empire Manufacturing,
866-700-5823, empiremfg.com); Blade & Bit, 8 oz., S10
(Boes h ield, 80 0-%2-17 32, boeshield.com)
Dhmond honor: "Credit card" diamond sharpening
cards, in three grits, $12 each (Woodcraft,800-225-1153,
woodcraft.com)f

t
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Ihop Tips
Helping you work faster, smarter, and safer

Simple and superior shelf pin templates
Like most people, I've long used a
simple perforated-hardboard template
and a drill press to make shelf-pin
holes. But the drill-press template was
not completely accurate because the
template holes tended to get bigger
with each use. By abandoning the drill
press in favor of a plunge router and the
jig you see here, I am now able to use
the same jig hundreds of times with no
variation in the shelf-pin hole spacing.

The basic idea is to use one iig,
specifically a dovetail iig, to make

6

E

o

o
another, the shelf-pin jig. Use the bits
and bushings described in the illustra-
tions both to build the fig and then use
it. The dovetail template eliminates
measuring and ensures perfect hole-
spacing. In fact, the jigs are so easy and
inexpensive to build that I made them
in several lengths to accommodate
various cabinet sizes.

-lerry Collins, Georgetown, Texas

When we caught up with Jerry Coll ins,
he was "between shops," making an
intrastate move from Tomball to
Georgetown, Texas. And, admittedly,
he was getting antsy to get back to
the business of crafting his wooden
toys. "My favorites are the rocking
toys," he says, such as the rocking
Harley-Davidson motorcycle he built
(shown at lower right in the photo
obove). As Jerry reassembles his shop,
we look forward to seeing more Top
Shop Tips like the one at left.

Consider it a shop-warming gift, Jerry:
a DeWalt DW735 portable planer with our
compliments for sending the Top Shop Tip.

Two squares pinpoint the center of a circle

Tell us how you've solved a workshop
stumper, and you'l l get $75 if we print
it. And, if your tip garners Top Shop
Tip honors, we'll reward you with a
tool prize worth at least $250.

Send your best shop solutions,
along with photos or i l lustrations and
your daytime telephone number, to:
Shop Tips, WOO D Magazine, 17'16
Locust St., LS-221, Des Moines, lA
50309-3023. Or, e-mail your tips to:
shopti ps@woodmagazine. com.
Remember to include your contact
info in the e-mail as well.

Because we publish only original
tips, please send your pointers only to
WOODa magazine. Sorry, submitted
materials can't be returned.

While trying to find the center of a circle,
it occurred to me that pairing a combina-
tion square and a framing square should
help do the trick. I clamped the squares
together with a spring clamp as shown,
and then marked a center line. Next, I
rotated the disc about 90'-it's not
critical-and marked another line that
intersects with the first. That intersection
is the center of the circle.

-Jim Skrocki, Painesville, Ohio
continued on page L8
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the tablesaw is your go-to machine for fast, accurate '.,,

Ir!$[ llut Your

I

r-

ffiBrr$ffi
o tool does it better. From cutting sheet goods to size,
ripping planks to width, or sculpting precise joints,

results. Of course, to tap its vast potential you must operate
it safely and effectively and equip it with the proper accessories
and jigs. In this article and related free jig plans, tips, and videos
on the Web, you'll get the help you need for top results.

Watch two free videos demonstrating the
three shop-made jigs shown in this article as
well as tips on tuning up a tablesaw at
woodmagazine.com/trickout.

TENONTNG ftc FOR CRISP CUTS
Vou don't need a high-priced dado set to cut clean,
I precise mortise tenons, stub tenons, and half-lap joints.

A tenoning j ig f i rmly supports your workpiece while you
make the tricky cheek cuts with (ideally) a 40- or 50-tooth
combination/general-purpose blade. Look for a model,
such as the DELTA 34-184 below, with a T-slot guide bar that
adjusts to fit your saw's miter slot for smoothly and precisely

sl iding the workpiece
into a cut. A quick-release
mechanism for switching
between cheek cuts is
another handy feature.

RIP THIN STRIPS EASITV
f his basic jig gives you more than just ease-of-mind-it
I yields thin strips of precisely the same width all day long.

To adjust it you simply tighten the knob on the sliding arm to
lock in the approximate width of the strip, and then fine-tune
the strip width by turning the brass screw. Find complete
plans for bui lding one at woodmagazine.comltr ickout.

SPECIAL ADVERTISING SECTION

OUTFEED TABTE GIVES VOU SUPPORT
f or cutting large workpieces, there's just no substitute for
F a generous outfeed table. l t  helps you make clean cuts
by improving your leverage and keeping your focus on the
cut, not worrying about losing control of the workpiece. The
DELTA model 50-302, below,levels flush with your saw's top,

and i t  quickly
folds down

when not
needed.
(A smaller

table stays
in place
for shorter
workpieces.)
Nothing fancy,
but boy, will
i t  do wonders
for your
woodworking.

BROUGHT TO YOU BY



oN-THE-MONEY MrTER frc
fince you build this little beauty, you can rest assured that your
lf miters will always match up. Use the process in the drawings
below rightto temporarily attach each fence with double-faced
tape. Test the fences for accuracy by cutting four sample pieces,
each about '1" wide and 4" long. Hold them together with a
rubber band, and check for any gaps at the miters. Adjust the
position of the fences as necessary. Then, permanently attach
each fence to the base with two #8x1%" screws. Finally, it's a
good idea to attach adhesive-backed, 100-grit sandpaper to the
fence faces. This will help prevent your workpieces from slipping
during cuts.

PANEL.CUTTING SIED
f lfhen you use
UUth is  panel -
cutting sled, you'll
never wonder
whether the corner
you just cut is square.
For hair-spl i t t ing
accuracy, the beefy
fence is fixed at 90'
to the blade and
shows exactly where
your saw blade cuts.
And, the fence-leading design holds wider workpieces
more solidly and keeps your work closer than fence-
trai l ing j igs.

Buifd the j ig according to the drawing at r ight.We
made ours from birch-veneer plywood with a solid
poplar fence, but you could use any 72" plywood or
medium-density f iberboard and a straight scrap of 2x4.
Cut both pieces 7a" longer than shown; you' l l  tr im them
to their exact length after you bui ld the j ig.

Note; A well-tuned tablesaw is essential-its blade
must be perfectly parallel to the miter slot to complete
this project. See woodmagazine.com/tr ickout for
information on tuning up your tablesaw.

With the sled's guide bar in your tablesaw's miter-
gauge slot,  crank the saw blade up to ful l  height. Run
the sled through the blade, slicing off the extra 1/e" from
both the base and the fence.

You can now cut with confidence by aligning the cut
line on your workpiece with the edge of the fence. For
repetitive cuts less than 27", clamp a stop block to the
fence. When cutting pieces up to 48", lock in the sled's
bui l t- in stop block.

Draw a line across the base parallel
to its front edge. Center the inside
corner of a framing square on the
kerf and rotate it until the same
dimension on both legs of the
square intersects the parallel line.

Attach the right-hand fence along
one leg of the framing square and the
left face against the other.

181/a

7%+" pilot hole

ATTACHING THE
MITER FENCES

11/a'F.H. wood screw

F.H. wood screw

7sz" shank hole,
countersunk

Miter-slot
guide

STOP DETAIL
r/q x2" F.H:
machine screw

/+" SAE
flat washer

12',

3/ex3/+* x 18" stock -
* Or the width of the miter

45o miter-- l-o' *

t/2" plywood

Distance from blade
to miter gauge slot 

"

gauge slot, if nol3A"



Shop Tipl

A hot tip to
hold hinges steady
I build quite a few wall clocks and other
pieces that need smaller hinges, and it 's
always a challenge to align the door or
lid perfectly with the box. For foolproof
alignment, I apply a dab of hotmelt
glue to the hinges using the technique
shown at right. After just a few seconds,
I can safely open the door, drill pilot
holes, and install a couple of screws.
Finally, I back the screws out, break the
glue bond, scrape off the glue residue,
and rinish t" 

"lT;f"',f;,,i;ff:;,,,,on, Ko n

Get a totally gnarly grip
on your boards
Through my many years of reading
WOODv magazine, I'm still amazed at
the uncommon ideas used to solve
common problems in the shop. I
recently had one when I helped my son
overhaul his skateboard.

Skateboard grip-the stuff 'boarders

put on top to make a non-slip surface-
has an extremely strong self-adhesive
backing with a grit-textured surface.
I started using the grip on my push
blocks, mitersaw fences, and other jigs
and tools where I don't want wood to
creep during machining. It's totally
awesome!

The grip comes in sheets or rolls and
a variety of styles. You can even use
bright colors to make your shop a little
more "rad." You'll find it at any decent
skateboard shop and some sporting-
goods stores.

-Robert Golbroith, Oshowo, Ont.

Ci rc le  No.  151 1
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Sacrificial insert saves sled's integrity
My tablesaw crosscut sled has been one
of the most useful tools in my workshop.
However, I've also found that, unless I
use the same blade each time, the kerf
widens and I can't rely on it anymore for
chip-free cuts. And I can't make bevels
or dado cuts without trashing the sled.
My solution: sacrificial inserts over both
cutting areas of the saw.

To apply this idea in your shop, first
determine the maximum cutting width
of the saw from a 45" bevel cut to a full
dado stack at 0o bevel. Then, set back the
V+"-plywood sled bed3/q" from each side
to create a shoulder for the insert. Use
the same technique to size and locate
the vertical sacrificial insert for the rear
fence. Attach the inserts with wood
screws, keeping the screw heads below
the surface of the insert so they won't
accidentally scratch a workpiece.

You can now install different inserts
for each blade, bevel angle, or dado size.
When either insert no longer provides
the needed zero-clearance, simply
replace it.

-Don Mullikin, St. Petersburg, Flo.

Safe storaqe
for sharp larbage
Every once in awhile, I throw away
something by mistake and have to do a
little digging in the trash to retrieve it.
I get skittish, though, because I never
know if I'm going to plunge my hand
onto something sharp. To prevent this
potential hazard,I keep a small medi-
cine bottle on my workbench in which
I accumulate used utility knife blades,
razor blades, and other sharp waste
products. When the bottle is filled, I
cap it and discard it.

continued on page 20

1 9

T
#6 x5/e" F.H.*{:
woodscrews t

/c" plywood sacrificial insert

T
t.

Y

lr. ! },

1/2" plywood brase *Maximum cutt ing width of saw- 3/c".

-Stonley Krasovic, Honesdale, Po

Sawdust, lt invades your workshop, threatening to take over. But with CleanStream Pro Filters
0n your side, sawdust doesn't stand a chance. CleanStream adds true HEPA filtration to
your wet/dry vac. So no matter what kind of dust you're sucking up, 99,97% of even the
finest particles, down to 0.3 microns, are kept out of the air. CleanStream won't clog,
and it lasts longer than any other filter out there. We even have a one-year guarantee t0
prove it. Declare victory over sawdust today. With CleanStream. www.cleanstream.com
Cleanstream and G0RE are registered trademarks ofW.L. Gore & Associates, Inc. @ 2007 W.L, Gore & Associates, Inc.

Available at:
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Sho_p- Tips
A leash for the
glue-bottle cap
All of us have experienced the problem
of the elusive glue-bottle cap. As we
work on a project, the cap gets harder
and harder to put back on the bottle, so
we eventually leave it off. Then it
immediately disappears. To solve this
problem, I attached the cap to the
bottle using a 6" length of string.

-Ron Altier, West Lofoyette, Ohio

Odd-shaped piece?
Strap that rascal down
Not everything a woodworker has to
deal with has straight sides or square
corners to help secure it. Sometimes, as
in the case of burl, it can be as hard to
hold onto as a greased pig. To clamp
large, irregular-shaped material to a
workbench, use a web clamp fed
through a dog hole, under the bench,
and over the obiect.

-lomes Morin, West Hortford, Conn.

continued on page 22
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Shop Tips

Make contractor-saw dust
disappear in a f lash(ing)
Capturing dust from my contractor-style tablesaw has always
been impossible because of the wide-open bottom. But
recently, I spotted an all-metal chimney flashing at a home
center and immediately recognized I had my solution.

The flashing has a 16x18" base large enough to sandwich
firmly between the saw's leg stand and the top unit to
basically seal the housing. To create a coupling for my dust-
collection system, I widened the tapered3Vz'opening to 4",
inserted a 4" metal elbow, caulked the connection to seal it,
and fastened the two together with pop rivets.

The small openings around the blade adjustments provide
a little replacement air for better airflow, and I now catch
98 percent of the dust that was getting away before.

-Erin Bennett, Toledo, Ohio

Flashing
placed

between

Chimney
flashing

top unit
and stand 4" elbow

't

I

Frugal filters for
fine dust collection
The microfiltering bags and filters made
especially for catching fine dust in shop
vacuums can get expensive after
replacing a few. But the ones sold for
standard upright vacs are much more
economical. I buy the cheap ones; then
modify them to fit my shop vacuum.

To retrofit the bag, I first cut the top
off fust past the point that includes the
small opening. Next, I turn the bag
inside out so the air will still flow
through the filter in the normal
direction, slip it over the foam filter of
my shop vacuum, and use the standard
retaining ring to hold it in place. Jl

-Borry Terrell, Houston, Texas

Circ le  No.2058
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Wise Buys
Our Experts Test

No-IIose
Brad Nailers

Weight:4.9lbs.
Blad capacity i 5/8" to 2"

Weight 6.3 lbs.
Brad capacity i 5/s" to 21/s"

Editor test-drive:
I never realized how restricted I was unti l
I used Paslode's gas-powered brad nailer.
Before, I was tethered to my air
compressor and hose, but no longer!
The 1M200Fl8 dr ives brads-and sinks
them-into any hardwood or sheet
goods. Before trusting it to install tr im in
my house, I drove several sizes of brads
into 3/c" hard maple, plywood
subflooring, and even 2" red oak. lt
never failed to sink even one brad. With
that confidence, I used it to install f ir
baseboard, shoe molding, and door and
window trim in my home, and it
performed flawlessly.

Why buy?
Eighteen-gauge brads can make proiect assembly a
clamp-free task, and they also work great for
instal l ing t r im and molding in homes. With brads,
you get the length -21/e' is the maximum-of a
15- or 16-gauge f in ish nai l ,  but  wi th a smal ler  hole to
fi l l . Cas- or battery-powered brad nailers handle
these jobs just as well as their pneumatic cousins,
but without the fuss of dragging around an air
compressor and hose. They also make the perfect
tool for a trim carpenter returning to a iob site for
punch-list work.

The 1M200F18 requires a 6-vol t
rechargeable battery as well as gas-fi l led
fuel cells (replacement cells cost $5
each). Together they spark a small
explosion to drive a piston, l ike the
engine in your car. I drove more than
1,200 nails before exhausting the first
cell-without draining the battery. The
nailer has an adjustable depth setting
that proved easy to use, and the rubber
bumper on the nose prevented dents in
the wood.

-Tested by Kevin Boyle, Senior Design Editor

To learn more:
800-682-3428; paslode-cordless.com

Editor test-drive:
It's heavy and feels awkward at first, but
after using the 14.4-volt rechargeable
Senco Finish 25 on a few iobs I knew it
would become a permanent addition to
my shop. As a cabinetmaker who also
makes custom molding, ' l 'm working on
job sites as much as in my shoP, so I
appreciate the freedom the Finish 25
affords me. lt's a real timesaver to not
have to lug around an air compressor
and hose-and I don't have to worry
about scratching a client's hardwood
floors, cabinets, or countertops.

The Finish 25 has ample power for
driving brads in hardwoods as well as

pine and plywood. Al though i t  has
multiple depth settings, I left it on the
deepest setting most of the time and
was pleased with the results. lt has
excellent t ip visibil i ty for brad placement,
and it never left an indentation on the
wood. I also l ike that it wil l not f ire when
the magazine empties, protecting the
driver. Sti l l , I wish the nailer was smaller
to reach into tight spaces, and that it
would stand on its battery. lt comes with
two batteries and a one-hour charger.

-Tested by Ben Svec, Contributing Croftsman

To learn more:
800-543-4596; senco.com

.It's not exactly hoseless, but you dont need a compressor
Editor test-drive:
I have to admit it: t was intrigued by Kobalt's J-6901-100 compressed-air regulator
because it looks cool, but at the same time I was skeptical of its abilities. Here's how it
works: A tank filled with compressed carbon dioxide (COt provides the power for your
pneumatic brad nailer (not included). You control the COz pressure with the regulator,
which clips onto your belt.

It didn;t take long to dial in the regulator, but it worked best at the maximum of 120
psi; lower levels just didn't sink longer nails. Using my own nailers, I drove 2", 1.8-9auge
brads into red oik and hard maple. and it socked them in perfectly. lnoticed that some
nailers require more air per nail than others (based on watching the draw on the
pressure gjauge), so you might have to wait a second or two between nails. I also tried
the fobalt wfuh my iS-gauge finish nailer, and it powered that driver with no problem. I
drove a combine d ZOA 

-brads 
and finish nails of assorted lengths on a 9-oz. tank. When

you've expended your tank's supply, return it to Lowe's for an exchange. Replacements
cost $16 for the stindard 9-oz. tank, and $27 for the option al2O-oz. tank ($36 new). i

To learn more:
800-445-6937; lowes.com

Weighil 3:2lbs.
(inchiding 9-oz. tank,
excluding nailer)

-Tested by Bob Hunter, Tools qnd Techniques Editor



QuickandEaryJrg

l)fllm-
sanding
guide
Sand perfect round-end cutouts on
your dri l l  press or spindle sander.

hen forming cutouts like the
ones in the base sides and
ends (C, D) of the ikebana

vase proiect on page 68, the cutout
edges must be sanded, even after
careful bandsawing. You'll want to keep
the straight middle straight, the round
ends round, and the transition between
the two smooth. To get consistent
results, here's a simple guide you can
make in a hurry. The one shown fits the
7n" sanding drum used on the ikebana
vase proiect, but you can make one to
fit any size sanding drum, and use it on
your drill press or spindle sander.

Cut a sz"-thick scrapwood fence and
a rA" tempered-hardboard base to size.
Make the fence 1" wider than the
diameter of the sanding drum and the
base 1" wider than the workPiece
width plus the fence width. Make both
parts twice the length of the Iongest
part you need to sand. Then mark a
hole center on the base [Step 1], and
bore a hole r/2" larger in diameter than
the diameter of the sanding drum.
Now position the fence on the base

[Step 2], and trace the portion of the
hole that the fence overlaps onto the
bottom of the fence. Bandsaw along
the traced line. Adhere the fence to the
base with double-faced tape.

Place the fence on the drill-Press
table, lower the sanding drum into the
hole, and lock the quill. On a spindle
sander, simply place the fence over the
sanding drum. Position the fence [Step
31, and clamp it in place. NoW after
bandsawing the cutout close to the
pattern line, sand it to final shape by

26

STEP 1 LAY OUT THE SANDING DRUM HOLE ON THE BASE

22',
(Twice the length of longest workpiece)

41/q'
(Fence width

plus workpiece
width plus 1")---T

17e" (Distance from the top edge ot
workiiece to the center of the 6utout end radius plus t/2")

STEP 2 MARK THE FENCE

g/+" sanding drum
centered in the base hole

22" scrapwood

-t

I ,)o"
(Workpiece

width plus t/2")

STEP 3 POSITION THE FENCE

Bandsawn workpiece
with pattern affixed

moving the part back and forth over
the drum until both "feet" contact the
fence, the cutout ends are perfectly

Equal

7+" (Finished depth of cutout)

round, and the sanding drum quits
removing material from the center. i
l l lustrations: Roxanne LeMolne; Lorna fohnson

Ruler

Trace the position of the base hole
onto the bottom of the fence. s/c x 

'13/q x

Position of the

7+" sanding drum Fence
Spacer t. \ cutout
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Showcase your

craftsmanship with

this easy-to-build

masterpiece. lt goes

together using

straightforward

rabbet, dado, and

groove joinery.

Super-simple faux

tenons give the look

of through-tenons

for the bottom rails.

I  Overal l  d imensions: 57" wide x 13"
deep x 55" high.

I Materials needed: Quartersawn white
oak and lt" quartersawn white oak
plywood.

I For a convenient way to get all of the
hardware needed for the doors plus
brass paddle supports for the shelves,
see Source.

Skil l  Builder
I Learn how to easily make faux tenons

that f it inside shallow mortises, making
the tenons vir tual ly indist inguishable
from "the real deal."

Start with the case
I from edge-joined white oak (we used
I quartersawn), cut the sides (A), divid-

ers (B), fixed center shelf (C), adiustable
center shelves (D), adfustable side shelves
(E), bottom (F), and top (G) to the sizes
listed [Materials Lis\ page 34]. Mark the
time of glue-up on the boards, as explained
in the Shop Tip, below. Then cut the cleats
(H) and bottom rails (I) to size.

f Using a dado blade in your tablesaw,
jcut lhe 3A" dadoes 7s" deep into the
appropriate faces of the sides (A), divid-
ers (B), bottom (F), and cleats (H), where
dimensioned [Drawings I and 2, Photo
Al. To safely guide the long parts, attach
an extension to your miter gauge. Next,
using an auxiliary fence attached to
your rip fence, cut the 3A" rabbet 7s" deep
along the top end of each side on the
inside face. Now cut the Y+" rabbet 3/a"
deep along the back edge of each side to
receive the plywood back (L).

Q Using a compass, draw the 4" radius
J at the bottom of each side (A), where
dimensioned [Drawing 1]. Jigsaw or
bandsaw (with a support stand) to shape,
and sand smooth. Next, mark the center
of the arch on a bottom rail (I), where
dimensioned. Draw the arch using a
fairing stick. (For a free fairing stick
plan, go to i lcodtt ' ia{;rri i lr,:.ccnr7t'airing.)

See a Slide Show of this
project coming together at
wood rn ag azi n e.com,isl ides

Bandsaw and drum-sand the arch to
shape. Using this rail as a template, draw
the arch on the other rail. Bandsaw and
sand it to shape.
7| Rout 7a" round-overs along the bot-
Ttom ends of the sides (A) [Drawing 2].
Complete the round-overs on the bottom
edges using a 150-grit sanding block.
(Mark centerpoints for holes to
rJreceive the 7+" brass paddle supports
for shelves on the appropriate faces of
the sides (A) and dividers (B) [Drawings 1
and 21. Note that the holes in the sides

Use your tablesaw fence as a stopblock to
ensure identicaldado locations in the sides
(A), dividers (B), bottom (F), and cleats (H).

I t '

f.
#.,
x
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L
t:

F
$'r
il
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F

i;,
si,
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A s imple way to
t rack g lue-up t imes
When you have a l imi ted number of
c lamps and several  g lue-ups to do,
you don't want to leave the parts in
the clamps longer than needed. On
the other hand, you don' t  want to
remove the parts before the glue has
f i rmly set ,  r isk ing misal igned or poor ly
joined workpieces. (Yellow glue sets
in approximately 30 minutes at  a tem-
perature above 50" F.) Here's a simple
method to keep things straight.  Mark
the start ing t ime of  each glue-up with
chalk. That way, you'l l know when you
can safely remove the boards from the

clamps, and you can tel l  which boards
were glued up the longest so you can
work on them first.

f ' ;,: rri:r?-r!,i4rry,:rrr*i:tn-4fi 
#r!'FFf t:slj:i1*e, .,.r r.r. .&j

29
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Ensure that the marked front edges of the
dividers (B) face up. Then glue and clamp the
dividers and f ixed center shelf (C) together.

s/.4" rabbel %" deep

place, dri l l  angled countersunk mounting
holes through the c leats  (H)  and in to  the s ide.

Posit ion the back bottom rai l  ( l )  %" from the
back edge of the bottom (F). Check the offset
a long the length us ing a combinat ion square.

)1/a"

I
I
L
t/z'

w

9"

9"

t

f
7"

t/a" holes
e/a" deep

_ " /
- o

- o

I
2 " ; -

s/c" dado
s/e" deq

54

o ' :  l

a - -
l;
\ a

Location of part@
on inside face

Countersunk
shank hole

-T
I

c'/2

Front

t l

R-4" 
I-, u,, -l

LEFT DIV IDER
(inside face shown,

right divider is a mirror image)

I ennrs vrEW

1 1/q"-I
3/q x 51/2" mortises
t/a" deep for
pans @

S I D E

Location of
part @on
tnsrde lace

(outside face of left side shown)

and the center group of holes in the ouf-
side faces of the dividers are3/e" deep. The
top and bottom groups of holes in the
dividers are through-holes. Drill the holes
using a brad-point bit and a backer to
prevent tear-out of the through-holes. Use
a fence with a stopblock on your drill
press to ensure alignment and consistent
spacing of the holes, and wrap a piece of
masking tape around the bit for a visual
depth stop when drilling the 3/e"-deep

holes. To ensure correct orientation of
the dividers during assembly, identify the
front edges.
2 Onthe bottom face of the bottom (F)
af and top faces of the cleats (H), mark
centerpoints for mounting holes cen-
tered over the dadoes for attaching the
parts to the dividers (B) [Drawing 2].
Then mark centerpoints for mounting
holes on the bottom face of the front cleat
and for %0" slots e/rs" Iong on the top face
of the back cleat [Drawing 2a] for attach-

LEFT SIDE
(inside face shown,

right side is a mirror image)

I
b

_l
30
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481/2"
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ing the top (G) later. To ensure correct
orientation of the back cleat during
assembly, identify the back edge. Drill
the countersunk shank holes, and form
the slots. For the #B screws in this proj-
ect, drill 7:2" shank holes and 7/a+" pllot
holes. You'l l dri l l  the angled counter-
sunk shank holes at the ends of the
cleats and into the sides (A) when
mounting the cleats to the case.

Tfuy out the 3/+x5r/2" mortises at the
a bottom of the sides (A) on the outside
faces [Drawing 1] to receive the faux ten-
ons (J) [Drawing 2]. Rout the 7a"-deep
mortises, and square the corners with a
chisel. To easily and precisely rout the
mortises using a template and a pattern
bit, see page 84. Then drill the counter-
sunk shank holes through the mortises
for attaching the bottom rails (l).
(f Sand all of the parts to 22O grit. Set
(Dtn. adiustable center and side shelves
(D, E) and top (G) aside.

1 3 1

hole anoled at 5"

Countersunk shank holes

I rxeloDED vrEW

1gz74.Q--
-<-

Assemble the Gase
! Ctue and clamp together the divid-
I ers (B) and fixed center shelf (C)

[Drawing 2, Photo B]. Use right-angle
clamping braces to keep the assembly
square. (For a free clamping brace plan,
go to . )

!Ctue the bottom (F) to the dividers/
&sherlf assembly (B/C). Using the
shank holes in the bottom as guides,
dril l  pilot holes into the dividers. Drive
the screws. In the same way, glue and
screw the cleats (H) to the dividers,
aligning the cleats flush with the front
and back edges of the dividers and
ensuring the cleat with the slots is cor-
rectly oriented at the back.

I Ctue and clamp the left side (A) to
Jthe bottom (F) and cleats (H), f lush
at the front. Then dril l  countersunk
mounting holes, angled at 5o, through

the cleats and into the side [Drawing 2,
Photo C]. Drive the screws. Now mount
the right side to the assembly.

llClue and clamp the back bottom
-frai l  ( l )  to the bottom (F),V+' f rom i ts
back edge [Photo D]. Note that this posi-
tions the rail r/2" from the back edges of
the sides (A). Using the shank holes in
the side mortises as guides, dri l l  pilot
holes into the rail. Drive the screws.
Now mount the front rail 7/2" from the
front edges of the sides [Drawing 2].

3/0" s lot
e/6" long

=)'-- #B flat washer
j./

l- #B x 11/q"
panhead screw

.../

s/q" dado
Te" deep

3/d'

){-o
f til\/r lll\ \vv
chamfers

BACK CLEAT SLOT DETAIL

g/o" slot /^\
e/6" lgng \Y/

wooq screw

woodmagazine.com

tZ" round-over #8 x 1 1/z' F.H. wood screw
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21/q" parlial-wrap inset hinge

Iooon- 
(Right door v iewed
from back)

T-
3"

in door ooeninq
between parts@ino@

Add the trimmings
1 fo form the faux tenons (J) to fit
I into the mortises in the sides (A),

cut a 51/zxL2" piece from 7+" stock. (We
test-fitted the stock to ensure a snug fit in
the 3/+x5r/2" mortises.) Rout 7s" chamfers
on each end fDrawing 2]. Sand the ends
smooth. Then crosscut a 7s"-long tenon

Threaded
boss

\
)

Keyhole
escutcheon

trim side-to-side on the case.

! Position the toP (G) on Your work-
Jbench with the bottom face uP.
Then, using a helper, place the case,
with the cleats (H) down, on the top,
flush at the back and centered side-to-
side. Using the mounting holes in the
front cleat and slots in the back cleat as
guides, drill pilot holes into the top.
Drive the wood screws and panhead
screws with flat washers [Drawing 2].

ACut the back (L) to size to fit the
'fopening. Sand smooth. Set it aside.

Time for the doors
! from the straightest and flattest
I stock you can find, cut the stiles

(M), top tuilt 1N;, bottom rails (O), and
center rails (P) to the sizes listed.

f Using a dado blade in your tablesaw,
3cut the rabbet and groove along the
edges of the stiles (M), and the rabbets
along the edges and across the ends of
the top rails (N), bottom rails (O), and
center rails (P) [Drawings 3, 3a, and 3b]
following the five-step cutting sequence

[Drawing 4]. Verify that the parts fit
together correctly.

from each end. Repeat
to make two more ten-
ons. For help with this
process, see page 84. Now
glue the tenons into the
side mortises.
lCut the trim (K) to
3the size listed. Rout
a V+" round-over across
both ends of each trim
piece [Drawing 2], back-
ing up the pieces with
scrap to prevent tear-
out. Sand smooth. Then,
glue and clamp the trim
to the front edges of the
bottom (F) and front
cleat (H), centering the

2" 1--

TI
ilt
ill
I I ol,"

q-fl _

1/ax91/z x 87a" g lass

1/q" groove 3/4" deep,
centered

7e" rabbet
t/2" deep

32

Spring-cdtch
cl iP

il
Al
hl
illj"
i l+--LrF!

' i / l l

'/4

/
I

#17 x s/q
brads'.

1/s x 91/z x 29tla" glass

(
\ 3/s

E&?""*'.",',till"?i'o''
Outside face

1 * " r - - l
| | L

I I | |
3/8" a- | -4 3/8" 4-

v^'-II
I

,/4

u "t/4

3/q"a
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-(Viewed 
from back)
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Glue and clamp each door's sti les and rails
together, positioning the center rail (P) with
8"-long spacers. Check the door for square.

2fo assemble the doors, cut two 1x8"
.Jspacers from r/q" hardboard for posi-
tioning the center rails (P). Then, glue,
assemble, and clamp the stiles and rails
for a door together with the spacers
[Photo E]. Repeat for the other door.

lCut the groove fillers (Q) to size.
TGlue and clamp the fillers into the
grooves in the stiles (M), centering the
fillers in the top and bottom door open-
ings [Drawing 3]. The fillers keep the
glass centered side-to-side in the doors.
(Cut the bottom vertical glass stops
r, (R), top vertical glass stops (S), and
horizontal glass stops (T) to the sizes
listed to fit the rabbeted openings in the

Use a spacer to position the top and bottom
door hinges on the sides (A) 2elre" from the
bottom (F) and front cleat (H).

doors. To prevent splitting of the stops
during installation, drill pilot holes
through the stops using a #I7x1" brad
with its head snipped off.

4tlur" pieces of Ys" glass cut to fit the
lfdoor openings less 7e" in width and
length. For an aged look, we used a
"seedy"-style glass, which we found at
our local glass store. This type of glass
has air-bubble inclusions and some tex-
turing. If you choose to use this type of
glass, make sure that you specify the
widths and lengths (not just the dimen-
sions) for the glass so that the texturing
runs in the same direction. You'll install
the glass and stops after finishing.

With a door centered in its opening using %c"
shims, and flush at the front, mark the hinge
mounting holes on the sti les (M).

7to mount the doors, cut a Ze/tex3"
J spacer from Yq' hardboard. Using
the spacer to position the 2V*" partial-
wrap inset hinges at the top and bottom
of each side (A) [Drawing 2, Photo F] and
keeping the hinge barrels tight against
the front edges of the sides, mark the
mounting holes centered in the hinge
openings. Drill pilot holes, and fasten
the hinges to the sides using the sup-
plied screws. Then mount the remaining
hinges centered along the door opening
on each side.
(lCenter each door in its opening by
(Dinsert rng Vre" shims at the top, bot-
tom, and side of the door opposite the

IcurrrNG THE TENoNs AND GRoovEs rNTo rHE DooR snLEs AND RArLs
Step 2 Cut a centered t/q" groove

3/4" deep along the inside
edge of part @.

Step 1 Cut a 3/a" rabbet
t/2" deep along the ^
inside edge of part (V).

Auxiliary fence

3 3woodmagazlne.com
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Keep screws on the tip of a
scre-wdriver with this trick
How many times have you tried to guide a screw on
the end of your screwdriver into a mounting hole
and had the screw fall off (and, as Murphy's Law
would have it, roll out of sight)? Here's a simple way
to avoid the frustration (and hunt). Transform your
ordinary screwdriver into an "attractive" one by
attaching a rare-earth magnet to it near the tip. A
magnet as small asVq" in diameter provides plenty
of pull to hold a screw securely to the tip, making
positioning and driving the screw in any orientation
or tight space a snap.

_ . . i&41

-^*iii;"

;l Remount the top (G) and doors.
TThen mount the lye" ring pulls and
keyhole escutcheons on the inner door
stiles (M) [Drawings 2 and 3] using the
supplied fasteners. To create faux key-
hole openings on the stiles, trace the
shape of the escutcheon keyhole slot
onto each stile with a fine-tip, permanent
black marker, and fill in the outline.
(Finally, position the back (L) in its
rJopening, and drive the #L7x3/+"
wire nails [Drawing 2]. Move the book-
case to the desired location. Then
install the adlustable center and side
shelves (D, E) using Vr" brass paddle
supports. Now step back and admire
your workmanship, and keep the faux-
tenon secret to yo^,rtt.lf. lF 

^

Written by Owen Duvall with Chuck Hedlund
Project design: Kevln Boyle
ll lustrations: Roxanne LeMolne; Lorna fohnson

Cutting Diagram

s/+ xTVa x 96" Quartersawn white oak (5.3 bd. ft.)(2 needed) * Prane ili"TH l?:lfi :|l:?1x13il3i

3hx71hx g6" Quartersawn white oak (5.3 bd. ft.)

F
s/qx71hx g6" Quartersawn white oak (5.3 bd. ft.)

e/+x71/+x 96" Quartersawn white oak (5.3 bd. ft.)

sides 3/i' 541/i'

B dividers 3/4n 1F/l' 461/21 EQO 2

C fixedcentershelf 34' 113/l' 213/l' EQo 1

D adjustable center 74, 11V2" 207/e" EeO 2v shelves

p adjustabfe side 3/i, 103/4\ 12t/st Eeo 6' shelves

hinges. (The hinges offset the door %e",
so you don't need shims on this side.)
Ensure that the doors are flush at the
front. Then, reach through the back of
the case and mark the hinge mounting
holes on the door stiles (M) [Photo G].
Remove the doors. Drill the pilot holes.

QVark a centerpoint on each inner
J door stile (M) for the %0" hole to
receive the threaded boss on a 174" ring
pull [Drawing 3]. (The pull mounts with
a screw at the top and an escutcheon
pin at the bottom.) Drill the holes, using
a backer to prevent tear-out. You'll
mount the pulls and keyhole escutch-
eons after finishing.

1 O$:,:?' .:h;'?J ih'i;. ili
and bottom of each inner door stile (M)
and centered, using the supplied screws.
Reposition the doors in their openings,
and drive the hinge screws. Then engage
the spring catches on the'clips. Now
drill pilot holes, and screw-mount the
catches to the bottom (F) and front cleat
(H) [Drawing 2]. Because the space
between the catches and dividers (B) is
tight, see the Shop Tlp, above, for an easy
way to drive the screws.

Finish up
I nemove the doors, hinges, spring
I catches and clips, and the top (G).

Finish-sand to 22O grit any areas that
need it, and remove the dust.

aAppty a stain and clear finish. We
-applied Varathane no. 266 Early
American Stain, followed by three coats
of AquaZar Water-Based Clear Satin Pro-
tective Finish, sanding to 32O grit
between coats.

I Install the glass and glass stops (R, S,
rf and D in the back of the doors with
#17x3/+" brads. Place a piece of cardboard
on the glass to protect it when driving
the brads.
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F bottom 3/l' 113/i' 491/l' EQO 1

G top 3/l' 13" 57' EQO 1

H cleats 3/l' 3' 491/4', eO 2

I bottom rails 3/l' 6u 481/2" Qo 2

J* fauxtenons 3/i '51/2" 3/a" Q O 4

K trim 3/su 3/d' 491/2" eO 2

back V4n 471/l' 491/4''

stiles 455/a"

N top rails 3/d' 3u 103/a" QO

O bottom rails 3/i' 4" 103/a' QO 2

P center rails 3/cu 2' 103/e" Qo 2

O groovefillers 1/l' 1/d' 2" Q O 8

3/e" 3/e" 293/s" eO 4

3/s" 3/s" g3/1, eO 4

- bottom vertical
n glass stops

a top vertical glass
- stops

T horizontalglass 3/e, 3/su g7/e, eO g' 
stops

*Part initially cut oversize. See the instructions.
Materlals key: EQO-edge-joined quartersawn white
oa k, QO-quartersawn white oak, QOP-quartersawn
white oak plywood.
Supplles: #8x11/i' and #8x172" flathead wood screws,
#8x11/l'panhead screws, #8 flat washers, #17x3/c" and
#17x1" brads, #17x7l'wire nails,1/tx9t/zx8%" glass (2)
and | /ax91 / 2x297+' g I a ss (21, 2V c' pa rti a | -wra p i n set h i n g es
(6),lVi' spring catches with clips (4), %" brass paddle
supports (32).
Blade and blts: Dado-blade set;%" and %" round-
over,45'chamfer, and 72" pattern router bits;
7r'brad-point bit.

Source
Ha rdwa re : 21/l' partial-wra p i nset h i nges with
oil-rubbed bronze finish, no. 01H31.92, 53.40 each (6);
17+' spring catches with clips, no.00W11.02, S.85 each (4);
|t/e" ring pull with dark bronze finish, no.01428.44 S2.10
each (2);keyhole escutcheon with dark brown finish, no.
01 A28.45, 51.1 0 each (2); 7r' brass padd le supports, no.
63206.04,55.25 pkg. of 20 (2 pkgs.). Call or click Lee Valley,
800-871 -81 58; leevalley.com.

3/qx71hx 96" Quartersawn white oak (5.3 bd. ft.)
*/:-, (4 needed)

s/qx71hx96"

lq x 48 x 96" Quartersawn white oak plywood3/qx7/+x 96" Quadersawn white oak (5.3 bd. ft.)
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oodworker Dave Knau needed
a ceiling for his new base-
ment rec room, but he wanted

more than office-style acoustic panels
and skinny metal grids. His solution: an
all-wood ceiling that looks permanent,
but disassembles for easy access to over-
head wiring and plumbing.

Dave's simple system consists of only
three groups of parts: wall-mounted
strips for the perimeter of the room, grid
pieces, and panels cut from 7a" plywood
lDrawing 11. Installation requires hard-
ware available at most home centers.

PIan your ceiling grid
Unlike manufactured suspended ceil-
ings limited to 2x2' or 2x4' panels and
L"-wide grids, you can customize the
size, shape, and details of wooden ceil-
ing panels to suit your sPace. When
Dave planned the grid for the basement
of his Windsor Heights, Iowa, home, he
settled on center panels 30" square and
1-5x30" side panels to emphasize the
long, narrow shape of the room that
holds his shop-built L8-foot shuffle-
board table (see page 40). When he
helped build a friend's basement ceiling,
though, he used 2'-square panels that
efficiently used 4x8' plywood sheets.

To begin planning a ceiling, draw
your room to scale on graph Paper.
(We'll use an 8xl2'space for this exam-
ple.) Measure the room from several
locations and note bumps or dips in the
walls. Mark the locations of overhead

loists that might interfere with recessed
lights. If you've ever laid a tile floor,
you'llfind the following planning point-
ers a snap. This is even easier because
you can customize the panel sizes.

Draw two centerlines the length and
width of the room, as shown in red
[Drawing 21. Then divide the space into
squares representing the panels (as
shown in blue) starting with whole
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squares along the centerlines. A 2'-square
panel provides a good starting point for
your plans, but you can increase or
decrease the grid size and shape to fill
the ceiling with equal-size panels.

If you end up with slivers of a grid
space along two or four walls, redraw
your grid layout to place rows of panels
centered on the center lines and work
toward the edges. You'll still have partial
panels along the walls, but they'll be at
least half the width and length of the
full-size panels.

As you map the room, draw in where
you'll insert overhead lights and heating
vents on individual panels [Drawing 3].
If necessary, vary the grid sizes to work
around obstacles or accommodate
recessed lights, as Dave did. Include any
low-hanging obstructions, such as ducts
or pipes. This ceiling will hang about 4"
beneath the ioists, so you may need to
frame around obstructions, as shown
above, and enclose them with drywall to
avoid dropping the entire ceiling
uncomfortably low.

For minimal butt joints, ptan the wall-
to-wall, or main, grid pieces to span the
shortest dimension of the room. Then
letter and number the grid lines on your
drawing. In this example, the numbered
lines represent the main grid pieces, and
the letters indicate the positions of short
cross pieces that hang between the main
grid pieces to separate the panels. When
you're satisfied with the layout, mark
the walls where pieces will go with the
mounting location, the letter or number
of the part, and the wall-to-wall mea-
surement indicating its length.

Before you begin making and hang-
ing ceiling parts, wire the room for lights
you'll install. Then modify or add to
your ductwork to heat and cool the
space. Connect vents mounted on ceil-
ing panels to nearby metal ducts with
flexible hose.

woodmagazlne.com

I exer-oDED vrEW oF suspENDED cErLrNG

3/q x 2" plywood stiffeners

Icalrr,rc GRrD LAYour

Room boundaries
Overhead joists -

Centerlines/g ridl ines
Grid locations -

Irvrnnr LTGHTs AND oBsrAcLEs

I

*l )

Number the locations of the main grid pieces
and letter the locations of cross pieces. Then
plan the locations for any recessed lights
(in yellow) and obstacles, such.as ducts.

4

cBA

RRecessed

3 7
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Icnro AssEMBLY DETATL

/2" overhang
on each end 1/2"

F in ish ing
nails

Main grid piece

Cross piece

3/n'

=--rJN1
2r--E \ 

|

)
/a" beads

Overhangs on the reinforcing str ips support the main grid pieces on the wall-mounted str ips.
Similar oierhangs also support the cross pieces on the main grid. Panels rest between the
reinforcing str ips on the grid pieces and on the wall-mounted str ips.

InrrruroRctNG srRtP MoUNTtNG JtG

r2"-/'; r\
11/2"' 

'.t/zu

Vary the length of this j ig to suit  the grid str ips you' l l  reinforce. For grid str ips longer than the
j ig, 

-bui ld 
the j ig long enough to cut a 1' piece from the end that can be clamped onto your

glue-up at the opposite end.

Cut off to make an
addit ional spacer.

Rout the grid pieces
Main grid pieces must hold a straight
line over long distances, so use straight-
grained 3/+" stock. Rip Z"-wide strips to
make both the main grid Pieces and
cross pieces. Then np lYz"-wide blanks
to make the wall-mounted striPs.

You can leave the grid pieces undeco-
rated or vary from the profile Dave used.
A beaded edge looks attractive where the
cross pieces intersect with the main grid
pieces, and it doesn't sacrifice panel sup-
port strength.

To cut this profile, insert a 1/+" edge-
beading bit in a table-mounted router;
then adiust the height until you create a
half-round shape on the edge of a test
scrap. After you fine-tune the bit height,
place a grid strip on the router table with
the best face down, and rout a half-bead
along both edges [Photo A]. Then rout
the workpieces vertically to complete
both beads [Photo B]. For the wall-
mounted strips, follow the same routine,
but only on one edge.

38

Smooth the beads with a profile sand-
ing block (see Sources) up to 180 grit

lPhoto Cl. Then sand up to 180 grit on
the flat portions of the grids and wall-
mounted strips.

Now you're ready to cut the grid pieces
to length. Cut main grid pieces to a wall-
to-wall measurement minus twice the
thickness of the wall-mounted strips
(lVz" as shown here). If the main grid
pieces require butt-ioining two or more
pieces, space the joints to avoid inter-
secting a cross piece. Label all the parts
with their installation location.

Call in the reinforcements
Even with support wires, grid pieces
need reinforcement to prevent twisting
or sagging. Dave attached plywood strips
on the top surfaces of all grid pieces.
These strips also separate, position, and
support the panels.

From 3/+u B-C plywood, rip 1"-wide grid
reinforcement strips. The 1" width cre-
ates no wood movement problems on

Z"-wide hardwood, but avoid using strips
wider than 1" on hardwood grid pieces
wider than 2".

Don't worry if even 8' reinforcement
strips don't span your main grid pieces.

Just butt strips together, making sure
any reinforcement-strip butt joint falls
at least 1' from a butt ioint in the main
grid piece.

Cut each plywood reinforcement
strip, or combination of strips, 1" longer
than the hardwood grid piece below it
to leave Vz" overhangs on both ends.

To save time gluing plywood strips to
grid pieces, make a reinforcing strip
mounting jig [Drawing 5l that centers
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the plywood strip on the hardwood grid
piece, and leaves the r/2" overhang. Glue
and nail the strips to the grid pieces
lPhoto Dl. A pneumatic nailer wlth Ir/q"
brads simplifies the iob.

Now make the panels
For a light surface that reflects light and
contrasts with the oak grid, Dave made
his ceiling panels from t/+" birch ply-
wood. As another time-saver, he sprayed
a clear film finish on all of one side of a
plywood sheet before he cut the ceiling
panels to length and width.

To calculate the panel length, add L"
(for the two overhangs) to the distances
between edges of the main grid pieces.
Cross-cut the plywood sheets to these
lengths; then cut the center panels to
width according to your grid layout,
again adding 1" for the overhangs. From
the remaining blanks that you cut to
length, cut edge panels for one side of
the room to width plus L". Cut pieces for
the other edge of the room about l+"
wider than necessary to fine-tune the fit
during final assembly. This way, the
cross grid pieces will form a straight line
down the length of the room, as they
did in Dave's rec room.

From Dave's experience, 1/q" plywood
panels can sag with time. To keep them
flat, attach four 2"-wide stiffeners of 3/+"
plywood on edge atop each panel about
2" from the edges lPhoto EI. You can save
time by reinforcing two or more panels
at once. First, glue and apply the four
reinforcing strips to a panel resting on a
flat surface. Next, place the second panel
directly over the glue-up..Glue another
four reinforcing strips, and position
them on the panel. Repeat this up to
four times; then cover the stack with a
scrap of 3/q" plywood the size of your ceil-
ing panels. Weight the top sheet [Photo
Fl and allow the glue to dry.

Hang the ceiling grid
To install the wall-mounted strips, mea-
sure down at least 4" from the lower
edges of the overhead ioists, and mark a
level line the length of the wall. You can
use a chalk string and level for this, but
it's faster to use a self-leveling laser level
lPhoto Gl suspended from the ceiling.
(See Sources.) Use your first line as the
starting point for marking the remain-
ing level lines around the room. Cut the
wall-mounted strips to fit, and then nail
them in place with the top edges at the
level line [Photo HI.

Where each main grid piece will hang,
stretch a string from one side of the

woodmagazlne.com

room to the other. Roughly every 4',
insert an eye lag screw (see Sources) into
the subfloor or joist directly above the
string. A driver bit made to hold these
screws lPhoto ll simplifies the job. To
work around pipes, ducts, and other
obstructions, reduce the space between
lag screws as needed. But avoid spacing
them further apart.

Next, drill 7/et" pilot holes into the
main grid reinforcing strips to corre-
spond with the positions of the eye lag
screws. Insert each 17s" eyebolt to the
same depth.

To support the main grid pieces, cut
lengths of l?-gauge wire about 6" longer

than the estimated distance between
the eyes of the lag screws and the main
grid eyebolts. Thread a wire through
each eye lag screw and twist the end to
hold it in place.

To determine where to bend the wires
for even support of the main grid pieces,
measure from the top surface of the
hardwood portion of the grid to the top
inside portion of an eyebolt in the rein-
forcing strip. At that distance above the
top of the wall-mounted strips, stretch a
taut string or position a laser level to
intersect the wires hanging from the eye
lag screws. Bend each wire 90" where it
touches the string or laser line.
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Shop- Built Shuffleboard Tables
Dave Knau's suspended ceil ing is the
perfect complement to his other
woodworking specialty: building
shuffleboard tables. His rec room
holds one measuring nearly 21'long,
32" wide, and 34" tall.

Dave's interest in making an indoor
shuffleboard table started when a
friend planning to buy one discovered
that the commercial versions either
cost thousands of dollars or were
poorly made from plastic-covered
particleboard. Since that first table,
Dave has made four others.

Each table has three main
assemblies: the playing surface, or
game board, on which the 8-ounce
weights glide; the table that supports
the game board; and the legs holding
up the table. Dave used two layers of
3/+" plywood topped with a 72"-thick
glue-up of maple pieces to make the
18'-long, 2O"-wide game board for his
table shown below. Scoring and foul
l ines on the table are inlaid walnut for
contrast. To keep the game board
dead-flat, he ran the assembly
through a drum sander.

"lt's not hard to dor" Dave says.
"What's intimidating is the size: You

have to have a
place to
assemble it."

Dave made
the sides of the
table from
cherry-veneer
plywood with
maple trim
attached using
chrome screws
and trim rings.
The rounded
corners, shown in the inset below,
were formed from six layers of Vs"
bendable plywood pressed together
around a 4"-diameter PVC pipe in a
shop-built j ig. He then covered the
glue-ups with cherry veneer to match
the plywood sides. In addition to
supporting the game board, the table
surrounds it with a 6" trough to catch
any stray weights during play and the
surplus powdered wax that lubricates
the playing surface.

Five pairs of walnut legs each have
levelers recessed into them to stabilize
the table. His next shuffleboard
table-sti l l  in the planning stage-wil l
rest on a base of storage cabinets.

Dave Knau

Starting at one end of the room, SUp-
port the first main grid piece on the
wall-mounted strips using the over-
hang on the reinforcing strips lPhoto J
and Drawing 41. Then thread a support
wire through each eyebolt and twist
the end to hold it in place lPhoto Kl.

Hang the first panel between the wall
strip and main grid piece, and slide it to
one corner. Add a grid cross piece [Photo
Ll, followed by another panel, and
repeat until you reach the end of the
row. If you fine-tune the last panel in a
row note which side of the room
required the fitted panel. By fitting
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only the panels on that side, your grid
cross pieces form a straight line as
they're installed, as shown on page 36.

Then hang your second main grid
piece, followed by panels and cross-
pieces. Repeat the process until you
reach the opposite end of the room,
attaching any recessed light fixtures or
air ductsln the panels aJyou work. I

Sources
Proflle sandlng blocks. Set of five concave sanding
g ri ps no. 68282.02, 54.95, cal I Lee Va I ley Tools at
800-871 -81 58; leevalley.com.
Laser level. Projected CrossFire Auto Level Laser
no. BDL31 0S, 580 call Black & Decker at 800-544-6986;
blackanddecker.com.
Eye lag Jcrews. Buy at home centers or no. KZR2MN
from Hardware World, 56.93 for 100; hafdwareworld.com.
Eye lag screw drlver blt. Available at home centers,
or no. GJXKHS from Hardware World, 54.38.
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Home/Shop
Storage Calt
Roll into place an extra worksurface and plenty of handy
storage below with this easy-to-build mobile cabinet.
Home office, kitchen, and workshop are iust a few places
you'll appreciate this hard-working helper.

How to make a shop version
Need a mobile storage unit for your shop
to keep tools and supplies organized and
easy to move about? Design Editor Jeff
Mertz built the one shown at leftby
making a few simple changes to the
home cart:
. Substitute less-expensive birch plywood
(or other void-free plywood of your
choice) for the oak plywood and poplar
instead of oak for the edging on the top.
o Omit the veneer edging on the exposed
plywood edges.

I Overall dimensions: 31" wide x171/+"
deep x approximately 31" high.

I Biscuit-and-screw joinery make the cart
super-simple to assemble.

I Except for the top, which has solid-
wood edging, all other exposed
plywood edges are banded with
easy-to-apply iron-on veneer edging.
For help with this process, go to
woodmagazine.com /videos.

I You'll find all of the items needed to
build the cart (hardwdre,3lotr andl/q"
plywood, and3/+" poplar and oak) at
your local home center.

Skil l  Builder
I Learn a handy trick for laying out

biscuit-slot locations and accurately
plunging slots into the face of a part.

See a Slide Show of this
project coming together at:
wood magazine.com /sl ides

Start with the case
I Cut the sides (A) and panels (B) to
I the sizes listed [Materiaas List, page

461. Cut the divider (C) and shelf (D) to
the sizes listed except 7n" longer to enable
trimming later for a precise fit in the
assembled case.

I f rom 7/e" -w ide iron-on veneer edging
3@vailable at your local home center),
cut strips L" longer than the lengths of
the sides (A), panels (B), divider (C), and
shelf (D) for the front edges. Using a
household iron at the "cotton" setting,
apply the veneer to the edges of the parts
with an equal overhang on the faces and
ends. Move the iron slowly enough to
melt the adhesive but not burn the
veneer. (You'll feel a slight "give" when
the adhesive melts.) Before the adhesive
sets, press the edging firmly into place

of the cart
o Size the door (which does not get
veneer edging) by measuring the
opening and subtracting 7a" from the
width and height to allow %e" clearance
al l  around.
. For the large- and small-drawer faces
(1, M), eliminate the curved cut-outs
and mount 4" wire pulls instead (six
needed, including the door).
. When finishing the cart, skip the
stain and apply three coats-of a clear
finish only.
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Front

using a l"-long wood roller. (A wallpaper
seam roller works great.) Now trim the
edging flush with the faces and ends of
the parts [Photo A]. Set the shelf aside.

Qusing a dado blade in your tablesaw
J or a rabbeting bit in your router,
machine a V+" rabbet 7s" deep along the
back edge of each side (A) on the inside
face [Drawing 1] to receive the plywood
back (E) [Drawing2].
lDraw centerlines for the #20 biscuit

-tslots on the sides (A), panels (B), and

7/a

11/2"

163/a"

divider (C), where dimensioned
[Drawings 1 and 2]. Note that
although the parts are not the
same width, the locations of the
slots are identical from their front
edges. For a quick and easy way
to accurately mark the centerlines,

and plunge the face slots into the centers
of the sides and center and bottom pan-
els, see the Shop Tip, below. Plunge the
slots into all of the parts except the
divider. You'll plunge its slots after you
cut the part to exact length.
( Ory-assemble (no glue) and clamp
dtogether the sides (A) and panels (B)
with #20 biscuits. Measure the diagonals
of the case to ensure square. Then mea-
sure between the bottom and center
panels (B) for the exact length of the

Making several light passes with a sharp
utility knife, trim the veneer edging flush
with the faces and ends of the parts.

divider (C). Crosscut the divider to your
measurement. Now plunge the biscuit
slots into each end of the divider. Disas-
semble the case.

19s/a'

Note: Left side@is a mirror image.

A simple aid makes biscuit
When laying out biscuit-slot centerlines,
you need to mark them precisely to
ensure correct aliqnment of the parts.
Rather than meas-uring for each ilot, you
can save time-and avoid errors-by
making a layout guide (or storyboard).
And, if you'l l  need to plunge slots into
the faces of the parts, kill two birds with
one stone by sizing the guide for use as a

layout pure gravy
lines for the three biscuit-slot locations,
where dimensioned for the bottom
panel, across a long edge.

To put the guide to use, align the front
end with the front edge of each part (the
parts are not all the same width), and
transfer the biscuit-slot centerlines at
each end, as shown below. After marking
the top end of each side, simply fl ip the
guide over to draw the centerlines on the

face for mounting the center panel. To
plunge the face slots in the side for the
center panel, align and clamp the guide
to the side, as shown below. You also can
use the guide as a spacer when plunging
the slots in the faces of the center and
bottom panels for the divider (C), but
you'll need to position the guide 3/s" from
the centerlines and place the assembly
on spacers for clamping.spacer when plunging these slots.

For example, to make a layout
guide/spacer for plunging the face
slots into the sides (A) for the center
panel (B), cut a 53/qx1SYz" piece
from3A" scrap. The 53A" width is the
difference between the 6Va"
dimension from the top of the side
to the biscuit-slot centerlines
[Drawing 1l and the3/s" offset from
your biscuit-joiner base to the
center of the cutter. The 15V2"
length is the width of the panel
[Drawing 21. ldentify one end of the
guide "front." Then draw center-



1lMark centerpoints for Vtu
llfholes 7a" deep for shelf sup-
ports on the inside face of the
right side (A) and the right (door-
side) face of the divider (C) [Draw-
ing 11. Note that the dimensions
from the bottom edges of the side
and divider to the bottom holes
are different, and the holes along
the back edge of the right side are
tl/zu from the rabbet-not the
edge. Drill the holes, using a fence
with a stopblock on your drill
press to ensure alignment and
consistent spacing of the holes,
and a brad-point bit wrapped
with a piece of masking tape for a
visual depth stop. Identify the
bottom edge of the divider to
ensure correct orientation during
case assembly.

JSand the case parts to 180
J grit. Then glue, biscuit, and
clamp together the right side (A), bot-
tom and center panels (B), and divider
(C) [Photo B]. Ensure correct orientation
of the divider with the side that has
holes for the shelf supports facing the
right side, and the bottom edge against
the bottom panel. To make it easy to
complete the case assembly, cut a 5x6"
piece from 3/+" scrap for a spacer. Using
the spacer and a clamp to hold the top
panel in position, glue, biscuit, and
clamp the panel and left side in place to
complete the case [Photo C].

.| ....,_

QMeasure the width of the opening
lfbetween the divider (C) and right
side (A). Then trim the length of the
shelf (D) to your measurement less 7a".
Cut the back (E) to size to fit between
the rabbeted edges of the sides (A). Sand
the back smooth, and set it aside.

Let's add the door
I Determine the exact size for the
I door (F) by measuring the opening

fPhoto D]. Subtract r/s" from each mea-
surement (to allow a /16" reveal all

2t/a" wrap-around hinge
Veneer edging

rike plate

around), and cut the door to size. Apply
the edging. Sand the door smooth.

af" mount the door (F), position two
32Y+' wrap-around hinges on the
door [Drawing 2]. Dril l  pilot holes, and
fasten the hinges using the screws sup-
plied with the hinges. Place the case on
its right side. Then, to easily position the
door in the opening, place Ls/rc"-talI spac-
ers under the door and a %e"-thick spacer
(to set the reveal) between an end of the
door and the bottom panel (B) [Photo
El. With the hinge barrels tight against
the front edge of the right side (A),
screw-mount the hinges to the side.

@ srnrrE PLATE DETATL

s,ai :

Glue, biscuit ,  and clamp together the r ight side (A), Add the top panel (B) and left  side (A) to
bottom and center panels (B), and divider (C). Check complete the case, using a spacer to hold the
the assembly for square. top panel in place while instal l ing the side.

f%
IrxeloDED vrEW

edgin$"'-. .

/a" shelf
support
\

Mitered 7 ..^ 
t.,.".

enos ,- #8 x s/a" F.H.
1- wood screw

73/q'

44

),/0,, 
V"n""r edging

\
131/2" I\
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Measure the width and height of the opening for
the door (F) less the thickness of two pieces of
veneer edging.

Q R.-o.re the door and hinges. Lay out
rJand drill holes for screw-mounting a
4" wire pull to the door [Drawing 2]. Set
the door and hinges aside.

Now make the drawers
! Cut the drawer sides (G) and large-
I and small-drawer fronts/backs (H,

I), bottoms (J, K), and faces (L, M) to the
sizes listed.

!onnwrns

lUsing a dado blade in your tablesaw,
3cut the dadoes and rabbets into
parts G, H, and I to form the lock-rabbet
joint [Drawing 3]. Then cut the groove
along the bottom edges of these parts to
receive the large- and small-drawer bot-
toms (J, K). For help with the drawer
assembly and installation, see page 48.

!l Sand all of the parts smooth. Then,
Jglue, assemble, and clamp together

/a" dadoes t/q" deep t/+" from ends

#8 x 1" F.H. wood screw

t/q" rabbel1/4" deep

Elevate and center the door (F) in the case
opening using tslre"-tall and %e"-thick
spacers. Mount the hinges to the side (A).

the large drawer and four small drawers,
checking each for square.

1l Separate the large and small mem-
'T bers of five pairs of 14" drawer slides.
Using a square, draw centerlines along
the length of the drawer sides (G). Cen-
ter a small slide member on each
centerline. Mark the mounting holes.
Now drill pilot holes, and drive the sup-
plied screws.
(fo mount the large slide members in
rJthe case, draw centerlines on the
sides (A) for the large drawer where
dimensioned [Drawing 1], using a square.
Then draw centerlines on the left
(drawer-side) face of the divider (C) and
the inside face of the left side (same loca-
tions as for the divider) for the small
drawers, where dimensioned. Center the
slides on the lines, 7/s" from the front
edges of the sides and divider, and
mount in place. (We cut spacers froml/e"
hardboard to the needed widths to eas-
ily position the slides for mounting.)
Now slide in the drawers.
(Vut. two copies of the drawer-pull
tllfull-size pattern from the WOOD
Patternsa insert. Mark a centerline across
the width of the large-drawer face (L)
and one small-drawer face (M). Spray-
adhere a pattern to each face, aligning
the pattern and marked centerlines.
Bandsaw and sand to the pattern line.
Then, using the small-drawer face as a
template, mark the remaining faces.
Bandsaw and sand them to shape.

7 Apply a few pieces of double-faced
J tape to the back of the large- and
small-drawer faces (L, M). Center the
faces in the openings, and press them
tightly against the drawer fronts. Remove
the drawers. Then drill countersunk
mounting holes through the fronts and
into the faces [Drawing 3], and drive the
screws. Remove the fronts and tape.

t/a" grooves t/q" deep
t/q" t(om bottom edge

LARGE DRAWER

t/+" rabbets t/q" deep

14" drawer sl ide. centered

t/a" dadoes th" deep t/+" from ends

7a" groove t/+" deep 1,/a" trom bottom edge

rh" tabbet t/q" deep

D rawer-face centerli ne

4
43/q"

/q" rabbel
t/n" deep

12t/a",

SMALL DRAWER
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Reattach the fronts. Remove the slides
from the drawers and case.

Top it off, and finish up
I Cut the plywood top (N) to size.
I Then, from 7+" stock 36" long, rip

three pieces that match the thickness of
the top to form the front/back and side
edging (O, P). You'll use two of the pieces
for the front/back. Crosscut the remain-
ing piece in half for the sides.

fViter-cut one end of each edging
-piece. Next, position a long and
short piece against an edge and end of
the top (N), with the mitered ends tight
together. Mark the ends of the pieces for
miter-cutting to the exact lengths [Photo
F], transferring the marks on the heels
onto the top faces. Trim the pieces. Then
glue and clamp them to the top. Now fit
and mark each of the remaining edging
pieces. Miter-cut and mount them in
the same way.

Q sand the top
,(N/O/P) smooth.
Then glue and clamp
the top to the case,
centering the top
front-to-back and
side-to-side.

I Sand to 180 grit
Tanv areas that
need il, and remove
the dust. Apply a stain
andfinish. We applied
Varathane no. 2I8
Traditional Pecan
Stain followed by
three coats of Minwax
PolycrylicWater- Based
Clear Satin Protective
Finish, sanding to22O
grit between coats.
(ltace the cart
{with the bottom
up. Position 2Ls/rc"
heavy-duty, twin-
wheel locking casters
[Drawing 2] on the
bottom, with the
mounting plates Ytu
from the case edges.
Mark and drill the
mountingholes. Then
secure the casters with
the supplied screws.
( R e m o u n t  t h e
l r h i n g e s ,  d o o r ,
and wire pull. Slide in
the drawers. Mount
the strike plate for the
magnetic catch on
the back face of the

46

door (F) [Drawings 2 and 2a]
with the supplied screw.
Close the door. Keeping the
door flush with the front of
the case, reach in from the
back and position the mag-
netic catch, and mark the
mounting holes on the cen-
ter panel (B). Then screw-
mount the catch.

lFinaIIy, position the
f back (E) onto the case.
Drill the mounting holes
through the back and into
the case, and drive the
screws [Drawing 2]. Now
declutter your desk or-shop,
and load up the cart. i

Written by Owen Duvall
Project design: feff Mertz
ll lustrations: Roxanne LeMolne;
Lorna fohnson

Tape pieces for the front (or back) and side edging (O,
P) to the top (N). Mark the edging for the heels of the
mitered ends.

3/d' 153/4n 267/8n

B panels 3/l' 151/2" 28" o P 3

C* divider 3/i' 151/2n 195/sil OP 1

D* shelf 3/4n 141/2n 131/2n oP 1

E back 1/4n 283/4il 267/sn BP

3/i' 131/2n 191/2n

G sides 1/2"

u large-drawer
' ' front/back

1/2" 3" 261/2" P

, small-drawer' 
fronts/backs

1/2" 3u 121/s"
3/qx 48 x 96" Oak plywood

3/qx71/q x 60" Poplar  (3.3 bd.  f t . )
*Plane or resaw to the thickness listed in the Materials List.

L large-drawerface 3/c' 43/q" 273/+' o

, large-drawer
' bottom

1/i' 131/zn 26V2' BP

,, small-drawer'' bottoms
1/4' 131/2n 121/sn BP 4

M small-drawer 3/q' 43/i' 133/a' O

3/l' 153/4' 291/2n

front/back
edging

3/qu 3/+" 31"

P* sideedging 3/q" 3/qu 171/i' O

*Parts initially cut oversize. See the instructions.
tExact door width and length are determined by measurement
of the opening during assembly to allow for the thickness of the
veneer edging,
Materials key: OP-oak plywood, BP-birch plywood,
P-poplar, O-oak.
Supplles: 7/a" -wide iron-on veneer edging (approxi-

mately 21'); #20 biscuits; 1 "-long wood rol ler; 21/i' wtap-
around hinges (1 pr.);4" wire pull; 14" drawer slides (5 prs.);

spray adhesive; double-faced tape; #8x34' and #8x1"
flathead wood screws; 2tslro" heavy-duty, twin-wheel
locki n g casters (4); mag n etic c atch; 1 /i' she lf su p ports (4).

Blade and blts: Dado-blade set (or7e" rabbeting
router bit),7c" brad-point bit.

Cutting Diagram

t/c x 48 x 96" Birch plywood

s/+x7t/q x 96" Poplar (5.3 bd. f t .)

s/qx51/zx 96" Oak (4 bd. ft.)

3/q x31/z x 36" Oak (1 bd. ft.)
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fl onnwER Box PARrs
EXPLODED VIEW

't/q" 
rabbel t/a" deep

Centerl ine

Watch FREE short videos
on making drawers and

mounting drawer slides at
wood magazi ne.com lvideos.

imiting yourself to furniture proj-
ects without drawers is like trying
to drive without using the steering

wheel: Either way, you won't get far. But
once you master how to measure, build,
and mount these basic drawers, you're
on the road to a world of furniture and
storage projects.

/+" dadoes t/a" deep t/a" in from ends

/a" groove 1/4" deep
1/a" trom bottom edge

DRAWER
BOX FRONT

Start with design decisions
TWo basic drawer styles will fit most
project needs. Build inset drawers when
you want the drawer front flush with
the cabinet frame, as we did with the
storage cart on page 42. Or build partial-
or full-overlay drawers to conceal the
frame with the drawer fronts. We'll
focus on making inset drawers lDrawing
11, the ones we use most often.
I Mounting. Choose a drawer slide or
other mounting method compatible
with inset drawers. Of the dozens of
options out there, the ones we use for
most WOODa magazine projects are
full-extension slides, for their smooth

(

S IDE

t/a" dado t/q" deep
1/q" Ilom front end

__i 
'- /L

1/^"1- I /
I t/q" rabbet t/a" deepDRAWER

FRONTt/a" grooves t/q" deeP
t/a" trom bottom edge
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For grooves that fit, check
Not all sheet goods sold as 7+" stock
measure a true 1A" thick.lf you don't
discover that unti l after you cut the
drawer bottom grooves, the rattle
coming from your finished drawers
will serve as a constant reminder. For
example, the lauan plywood below left
measures close to 13/6t", thin enough

drawer-bottom stock
to fit loosely. Even today's hardboard
sheets measure too thin for a tight f it.
The Baltic birch plywood, below right,
comes closer to a true 1A", even though
it 's typically manufactured in metric
dimensions (1A'  equals 6.35mm). For
another source of tA"-thick drawer-
bottom stock, try MDF-core plywood.

operation and easy access to drawer con-
tents. See "Three Mounts that Count"
on page 51 for two other popular options:
European-style slides and loose drawers
that ride on low-friction tape.
I Materials. Economize by making
drawer boxes out of less-expensive
materials than the rest of your proiect.
We like poplar for its strength, Iight
weight, and low price. For drawer bot-

toms, we prefer Baltic birch plywood.
It's strong, doesn't expand like solid
wood, and measures a consistent V+u
thick. (See the Shop Tip above.)
lJoinery. Dovetails produce sturdy,
attractive ioints, but they're time-
consuming. Lock-rabbet ioints [Drawing
2l also provide plenty of rnechanical and
glue strength and can be cut quickly on
a tablesaw without special jigs.

Size the drawer
to fit the hole
NoW you're ready to calculate the
drawer-box dimensions using the for-
mulas in Drawing 3. Begin by measuring
the cabinet opening width (A) and
height (B). Full-extension slides typi-
cally require Vz" clearance on each side,
so calculate the box width (C) by sub-
tracting 1" from dimension (A).The box
height (D) can vary to suit your needs.

For an easy way to remember how
long to cut your box parts to allow for
the lock-rabbet ioints, just subtract LYz"
from (A) and from the box length. To
calculate sizes for the drawer front, sub-
tract le" to r/s" from dimension (A) and
(B) when using full-extension slides, or
Vq" wher:. using European-style slides.

Cut the drawer-box parts
Consistent cuts yield tight-fitting, square
drawers, so use stops instead of a mea-
suring tape when cutting drawer parts
to length [Photo A]. For a proiect with
multiple drawers, cut all box fronts,
backs, and side pieces in groups. Also,
cut extra parts to test your setups to
make the lock-rabbet ioints.

To dado the box sides for the lock-
rabbet joint, first cut a 3"-wide spacer the
length of your rip fence from 7+" stock.
Install a r/+" dado blade, set the rip fence
7/+" from the blade, and lock the blade %"
high [Drawing 4]. To test the fence

IonnwER srDE DADo sETUp
FOR LOCK-RABBET JOINTS

ponnwER MEAsuREMENTS

Use this front view of a cabinet section to help calculate drawer-part sizes to fit your
project:
. Drawer-box width: @equals @ minus 1". (This assumes 1,/2" drawer-slide clearances
@ on each side. Check your drawer slide instructions for any variations.)

. For the drawer fronts, the length @ equals @ minus th" (for two 7s" reveals). The
width @ equals @ minus 7+".

. We show the drawer-box height @with the same clearances as the width, but you
can vary this to suit your preferences.

woodmagazlne.com



Cul a 1/q" rabbet
t/+" deep into both
ends of the
drawer-box front
and back.

1/+" shima

\ -n
I ---

l l
t\ Zero-

-
\

1/q" da(
blade

I I

ctearance
insert

[onnwER FRoNT AND BAcK DADo-SETUP 
FOR LOCK-RABBET JOINTS

position and blade height, cut dadoes
into two scraps lPhoto Bl, and check that
they join snugly end-to-end. Once you
achieve a tight fit, dado both ends of
each drawer side [Photo CI.

To rabbet the box fronts and backs,
attach thre 1/q" shim to the fence using
double-face tape lDrawing 51, and then
rabbet the end of a scrap [Photo D] to test
the fit with the dadoes cut in the previ-
ous step. Next, cut a rabbet on both ends
of each drawer front and back. Fine-tune
the fit using a block with 120-grit sand-
paper on one face [Photo EI. The foint

-1
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centerline

'l

Box

M front

should fit together with moderate hand
pressure lPhoto F].

To set up your tablesaw to cut the
drawer-bottom grooves, simply remove
the 7/+" shim without moving the fence.
Then, cut grooves into the inside faces
of all four pieces of each box fPhoto G].
Check the alignment of the box front,
back, and sides using a piece of drawer-
bottom scrap [Photo Hl. Dry-assemble
the box, and measure the inside length
and width. Add 7/$" to each of those
dimensions, and cut the drawer bottoms
to that size.

To assemble the drawers, apply glue
to both dadoes in a side piece [Photo ll.
To keep plywood drawer bottoms from
rattling, add a drop of glue at the center
of each piece's drawer-bottom groove.
Insert the front and back pieces into the
dadoes on a side piece, add the drawer
bottom and then the other side piece
lPhotoJI, and clamp all four ioints. Mea-
sure both diagonals lPhoto K] to verify
that the boxes are square.

Install the drawers
To mount full-extension drawer slides,
first measure and mark the cabinet or
case with centerlines where each drawer
slide will be mounted [Photo L]. Then,
mark height centerlines on both sides of
each drawer.

Next, remove the drawer-mounted
part of the slide from the slide assembly
that will mount on the case. The front
of the case-mounted slide part rests Ze"
from the front edge of the case-3/s" for
the drawer front plus a %" margin to
keep the drawer slide from bottoming
out as it closes. The box-mounted slide
part mounts %" from the front end of
the box side.

Both the drawer-slide parts that attach
to the cabinet and the part that attaches
to the drawer [Photo M] use slotted holes
to allow adiustments. Mark the loca-
tions of the mounting screws within
these holes, drill 3152" pilot holes (for #6
panhead screws) into the hardwood
pieces, and mount the slide parts onto

woodmagazlne.com

the drawers and the carcase [Photo N],
with the screws centered in the slotted
holes. NoW insert the drawers, and
check that the slides operate smoothly.

Attach the drawer fronts
Before attaching drawer fronts to the
boxes, cut about a dozen.1x3" spacers
from t/ro"-thick strips for full-extension

Low-friction tape
Cost:  $6.29-$22 per 10'  ro l l ,  depending
on material and thickness
Load capacity: As much as the drawer
can hold.
Sizes: Widths range from 1/2"-3".
Variations: Some tape uses ultra-high
molecular weight (UHMW) mater ia l
instead of nylon.
Comments: Apply where the edges of
the drawer sides ride on the carcase. Use
this where you want a traditional drawer
style without slides or mounts.

European-style slides
Cost:  $2.15-$6.40 per pair  for  standard
slides; $45-$60 for heavy-duty versions.
Load capacity: 55-100 lbs. Heavy-duty
versions hold up to 220 lbs.
Sizes: 12"-26" long
Variations: White, brown, or almond slides
come 10u-24u long in bottom/side-mount
(shown) or side-mount versions.
Comments: An economical alternative to
full-extension slides, they also require the
same 1/2" side clearances. These slides allow
more play in the drawer movement than
full-extension slides, so use t4" reveals.

Full-extension slides
Cost: $7-$22.50 per pair for slides up to
100- lb capaci ty;  up to $330 per pair  for
heavy-duty, 500-lb-capacity slides.
Load capacity: Most support 100 lbs.
Sizes:  12'-28u long in the 100- lb capaci ty
Variations: Over-travel slides support the
drawer outside the cabinet. Self-closing
sl ides pul l  the drawer fu l ly  c losed. Mini  s l ides
fit a t/a" side clearance for small projects.
Comments:  Unl ike the European-sty le
slides, these don't have a right- or left-hand
side. They allow less movement, permitting
t/ro" reveals around inset drawers.

w
I#;.fti.t:;rf'j;
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drawer slides or %"-thick strips for Euro-
pean-style slides. Attach double-faced
tape to the box to temporarily mount
the drawer front, and use spacers to leave
a consistent gap around the drawer
front. With the spacers inserted as
shown lPhoto Ol, press the drawer front
against the box, push the drawer out
from the back, and reinforce the tape
with a clamp. Then remove the drawer
with the clamp still attached, and insert
two mounting screws from inside the
box, as shown on page 48. Repeat for the
remaining drawer fronts.

If you want a knob or pull on the
drawer front, remove the mounting
screws, and detach the front from the
box. Markwhere you want the hardware,
then drill the mounting-screw holes.
Counterbore the holes into the back side
of the drawer front so the screws sit flush

lPhoto PI. Use the holes to temporarily
screw the drawer front to the box lPhoto
QI, and reinsert the two mounting
screws to attach the drawer front onto
the box.

Once you've finished your proiect
lPhoto Rl, you may need to fine-tune the
slide adjustments. See "Troubleshoot
Misaligned Drawers" below for tips on
g.ttin[ drawers flush and even. |l-

Sources
Low-frlctlon drawer tape: Nylon tape no.70615,
56.29 for a /2"x1 0' roll, cal I Rockler Woodworking and
Hardware at 800-279-4441;rockler.com. Ultla-high
molecular weight tape no. 25U04.01, S10.30 for a
1"x18'rol l ,  cal l  Lee ValleyTools at 800-871-8158;
leevalley.com.
Drawer slldes: Full-extension and European-style
slides in a variety of sizes and styles are available from
Rockler Woodworking and Hardware; Lee ValleyTools;
Grizzly lndustrial, 800-523-4777, or grizzly.com; and
Woodcraft , 800-2251 1 53, or woodcraft .com.

When a drower front does this...

...here's where to fix the problem,

..' '..-'.. ' '.-

To fix drawers with unequal reveals on the
top or bottom, loosen the screws attaching
the slide to the drawer box and raise or
lower the slide as needed.

When a corner of the drawer front doesn't
rest flush with the case, remove the drawer
box and shift the case-mounted slide
assembly forward or backward.
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Better Homes and Gardenso
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PNTERNS

November 2007 lssue 180

Dear Reader: As a service to you, we've included full-size patterns
on this insert for irregular shaped and intricate project parts. You can
machine all other project parts using the Materials List and the draw-
ings accompanying the project you're building.

o Copyright Meredith Corporation ,2007. All rights reserved. Printed in the U.S.A. Meredith
Corp, the publisher of WOOD Pattemso, allows the purchaser of this pattern insert to
photocopy these pattems solely for personal use. Any other reproduction of these patterns
is strictly prohibited.

Turned Screwdriver,
Page 72

i- - - -  
-  - - - - - i

j rerrute i

1%a" diam.

1tla" diam.

SCREWDRIVER
HANDLE

FULL.SIZE
PATTERN

17s" diam.

Mitered end i
on inside faceli
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Scrollsawn Ornaments,
Page 76
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Storage Cart, Page 42

DRAWER PULL
FULL.SIZE PATTERN

lkebana Vase, Page 68
I

i Mitered end
i on inside face
i /
i./ ./
r' ,/

o
BASE SIDE FULL-SIZE PATTERN
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Three-window

PhotoFrm
kn*

F Overa l l  d imens ions :173 /c "  w ide  x
2V+" aeep x 8%" high.

E Disp lays up to  s ix  photos.
f i  Shown here in  c lear - f in ished cherry .

Sk i l l  Bu i lder
t Learn how to save t ime by planirrg one

piece of  lumber large enough to
accommodate al l  the oarts of  eoual
th ickness. Also,  group' ing smal l  parts
on a large blank al lows you to safely
cut them to s ize.

Make the parts
! Frorl a 3/sx3/qx,JO" blank, cut the end
I  posts  tA)  to  length [Mater ia ls  L is t ,

5 8

Here's a great last-minute gift you can assemble from
odds and ends. The two-sided design lets you double

T3
-*'  ,
K
-{,4

%fu.0
"r- *x*F

':'

i'tri
i,,a:t,i";&:

'r$, t h*-*d
,d'

l'td, d
t t

1  F .  l ,

# 
'"'

' , f '  
f .- 

::"e 
'!

hardwood

the number of photos displayed by placing 
___*r**r*-

them back-to-back between the panes. 
*r4_,.*.F?d.-'dr

{t* t

pnge 601.  Rip  the remain ing b lank to
3/+xVs" and cut the nriddle posts (B) to
length. Then attacl-r an crtension to
t,otrr tablcsar,rr miter gauge, ancl a stop-
b lock to  the extens ion IDrawing 1] .  Now
cll t  7a" dadoes 7+" deep into t l-re front and
back faccs o f  the posts  IDrawing 2] .

$ nlace two photos between two pieces
&of  7s"  c lear  acry l ic ,  and ad just  a  dado
blaclc to cut a groove to f i t  this thick-
ness. Then cut grooves into t l-re inside
edge of each end post (r\)  and both edges
o f  t he  n r i dd le  pos t s  (B )  lD raw ing  21 .  F in -
ish-sand the posts .

i l  nor  the bars  (C)  and cap (D) ,  cut  a
*3/ex21/qx\61/2" blank. fhen, witl-r a

t/l.xl x2O" ca rrier boa rd

Wi th  the  cap  (D)  adhered  to  a  c : r r i e r  boa id
and  the  tab lesaw b lade  t i l t ed  27"  f rom
ver t i ca l ,  cu t  the  edge  beve ls .

B lade  t i r red  27 '

tr from vertical
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Place spacers between the posts (A, B), align
the post ends, and clamp them together.
Glue the bars (C) in place, centered.

zero-clearance insert in your tablesaw,
rip four bars from the edge of the blank.
Finish-sand the bars.

APip the cap (D) to finished width
Tfrom the remaining 7e"-thick blank.
Lay out the end bevels [Drawing 3a], and
disc-sand them to shape. Then cut a
3/qxIx}O" carrier board from scrap, and
adhere the cap to it, flush at the edges,
with double-faced tape. Cut the edge
bevels [Photo A]. Finish-sand the cap.
(for the plates (E) and base (F), cut a
Jl+x4lzxl7" blank. Then rip the two
plates to width, and rip and crosscut the
base to size. Adhere the plates face-to-
face with double-faced tape, keeping the
ends and edges flush. Lay out the 7s"
hole centers [Drawing 3], and drill
through both plates on your drill press.
Separate the plates, and countersink the

flcumNc THE Posr DADoEs

Center the bottom plate (E) on the posts (A,
B). Using the plate holes as guides, dri l l  pilot
holes into the posts, and drive the screws.

holes on the bottom face of the bottom
plate for #4 flathead screws. Finish-sand
the plates and base.
2 Cut a lzx2Y+x6" blank for the feet
tlr(G). Then chuck a chamfer bit into
yourtable-mounted router, and chamfer
the top edges. Now cut a foot to length
from each end of the blank [Drawing 3].
Finish-sand the feet.

Assemble the frame
I Cut three 4lzx4L/2" spacers from
I scrap. Then glue the bars (C) into

the end-post (A) and middle-post (B)
dadoes [Photo B].

f Cut two 7e"-thick spacers, and fasten
Sthe bottom plate (E) to the posts (A,
B) [Photo c].

Adhere the top plate (E) to the posts
(A, B), centered all

Glue and clamp the base/feet assembly (FIG)
to the plate (E), centered, applying l ight pres-
sure to the bars (C) close to the posts (A, B).

around, with double-faced tape. Stand
the assembly upright on your drill-press
table, and using the holes in the top
plate as guides, drill ya" holes r/2" deep
into the posts (A, B). Remove the top
plate and the tape. Glue and clamp the
cap (D), centered, to the top plate (E).

f Cut four 7+"-long pieces of 1/e" dowel,
'Tand glue them into the holes in the
tops of the posts (A, B). Drill a ys" hole
into a piece of T+"-thick scrap and place it
over each dowel. If any dowel protrudes,
sand it flush.
( Ctue and clamp the feet (G) to the
rJbase (F) [Drawing 3]. Then glue and
clamp this assembly to the frame assem-
bly (AlBlClDlE) [Photo D].

*Size grooves to accept two pieces of
acrylic and two photos.

I eosrs

*t/q" groove 1/a" dgep
inside face, centered

t/e" dadoes

*tZ" grooves
l/a" deep,
centered

t/e" dadoes
t/q" deep

MIDDLE POST

t/a" dadoes
1/4" deep

1/a'

Outside
face

631

I
I

END POSTI
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Apply finlsh, add photos
I nxamine all the parts, and finish-
I sand where needed. Ease any sharp

edges with a sanding bloCk. Apply a clear
finish. (We applied three coats of satin
lacquer from a spray can.)

fUsing your finest-tooth tablesaw
lblade and a zero-clearance insert,
cut six 1/ex4Vex6V+" clear acrylic panes.
Sand away the saw marks from the top
and bottom edges. Then install the
panes and photoJlenotot E and Fl. tl

Written byJan Svecwith Kevin Boyle
Project design: Jeff Mertz
lllustrations: Roxanne LeMoine; Lorna Johnson

@cne BEVELs

Place two photos back-to-back between
two 7e" acrylic panes. Then slide the entire
sandwich into the post (A, B) grooves.

' /a" hole, 
3/c'

countersunk
on bottom face

#4xVq"  F.H.
wood screw

With the photos and panes in place, position
the top (D/E), capturing the dowels in the
posts (A, B) with the holes in the top plate (E).

C* bars

D* anp

E* plates

F* base

G* feet

Cutting Diagram

27" bevels
prxeloDED vrEW

t/e" dowel A
70" lono---{l

I

' 1Y2 '

4
l-- 1 ,'---l
EDGE BEVELS

+ru
END BEVELS

end posts 3/1, 3/4" 63/1' c 2

middle posts 3/1, 3/a" 63/l' c 2

W' 3/e' 16W' c 4
3/a" lu 16W c 1 .

1/l' 1V2' 17" c 2

W' 
'ln 

161/2" c

w' 2w' 17d'. C 2
*Parts initially cut oversize. See the instructions.

tatedal key:C-cherry.
Supplfer: Double-faced tape, #4x3/4' flathead wood
screws (4),7s" dowel,7s" clear acrylic.
Blade and blt: Stack dado set, 45" chamfer router bit.

. n

, -:)
WOOD magazlne NbG'ifiber 2007

No chamfer on this face
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VtxSVz x 36" Cherry (1.5 bd. tt.)*Plane or resaw to the thicknesses listed in the Materials List.
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With nearly as much capa city and power as floor-standing units,
these brutes get the job done-for half the price.

rfhinking about buying a floor-
I model dri l l  press? Consider this:
I How often do you bore into the

long axis of a workpiece (a lamp base,
for example)? Nearly all dri l l ing in

62

woodworking calls for the table to be
situated within 4" of the chuck. That
means a benchtop drill press not only
can handle most of your drilling needs
but it also costs about half as much as a

bit into hard
challenge for any

ut these smaller machines
fraged the task as well as floor models.

floor-standing model. Now, before you
dismiss benchtop drills as toy models,
read on to find out how manufacturers
have narrowed the gap between them
and their taller cousins.
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Three-pulley systems (r€ft) provide more speed selection and slipped less undertorque than stepped two-pulley systems (certer) in our tests.
For <ontinuous vadable speed, Ryobi's shiv pulleys (rrgfii open and closeasyou changethe speed settlng.Attop speed, asshown,the drive
pulley closes down to runthe belt near its outer perimetef, while the ipindle pulleyopens ltswidest. Fol the slowest speed, the drive pulley
opens up and the spindle pulley closes down. The variable-speed presses in our test also exhibited little, ifanr slippage under torque.

Benchtop drill presses
do the iob for IGss money
Despite their small size, benchtop mod-
els offer workpiece capacities pretty close
to full-size presses. All eight machines
we tested offer 1.2-"14" of swing (giving
you 6-T" between the chuck center and
column), compared with the 17" swing
typical of a floor-model drill press. Seven
feature at least a 3" stroke (the maximum
depth you can plunge a bit). Stationary
presses range from a 3lz" to 5" stroke.
Here again, how often do you drill
deeper than a 3" hole?

Although a few have less, most of the
tested presses have 1/z- to 3/+-hp motors,
equal to those on typical floor models.
Most have ample power to bore holes
larger than 2r/2" without'forcing the bit
to stall, although two machines strug-
gled in that test.

We found lever-operated belt-tensioning
systems, such as this one on the Rikon 30-
120, made speed changes easier.

woodmagazlne.com

Don't let a small pacb?ge
betray the power inside
Curious to see if these machines' horse-
power ratings converted to real drilling
power, we force-fed each drill press a
steady diet of hard maple and white oak
under large bits and hole saws, trying to
make the bits stall. Using a sharp 2Vz"
Forstner bit and a 23/+" hole saw, we
drilled into 2"-thick stock, going easy at
first, and then forcing it.

Drill presses with three pulleys, such
as the Shop Fox, shown above left, han-
dled these tough tests best without the
motor stalling or the belts slipping. The
two variable-speed. units-the Delta
DP-350 and Ryobi DPlzlL-also per-
formed well, as their wide V-belts trans-
ferred power from the pulleys to the
spindle without slipping. On the other
hand, Craftman's ZI9l4 and Delta's
DP300L proved easier to stall with their
narrow V-belts and smallish pulleys.

For speed changes, you just can't beat
the ease of the variable-speed controls
on the Delta DP350 and Ryobi drill
presses, shown at right. We like this fea-
ture because it encourages us to actually
change speeds-come on, we've all been
guilty of not changing speeds for differ-
ent sizes of bits, right?-by making it so
darned easy. With variable-speed presses,
the drive and spindle pulleys open and
close, as shown attop rrght, changing the
chuck speed as you adjust the speed-
control handle. We give extra kudos to
Ryobi for including a digital display that
shows the spindle speed.

Variable-speed control eliminates the
nuisance of moving belts to make speed
changes, which can be difficult, espe-
cially on taller models like the Gfizzlv

G0485 and G7943 and the Rikon 30-
120. On multispeed units like these, we
prefer the lever-style locks, shown at bot-
tomleft, on the Grizzly G7943 and Rikon
3O-12O, which make it easy to adiust
motor tension. Spring-loaded rods on
others proved more troublesome.

Change speeds on the Ryobi (top16,
swinging the lever; the digital readout shows
the speed. Adjust Delta's DP350 (bottomlby
turning the dial.  With no markings, though,
you have to guess the speed.

6'3



Expect your depth stops
to be aicurate,'repeatable
Every drill press should have a sturdy,
reliable stop for drilling multiple holes
to the same depth. The Ryobi and Delta
DP350 did not. These eight units feature
two styles of depth stops (shown above):
a threaded rod on the left side of the

These three test samples show the depth
difference between the 100th and first holes
for the Ryobi (top), Delta DP350 (center), and
Grizzly G0485 (b otto ml.

head or a dial stop on the handle shaft.
To test the effectiveness of each unit's
stop, we drilled 100 holes using a 7e"
Forstner bit, and then measured the
depth of the first and last holes with a
digital caliper, noting any variation.

Threaded-rod stops with locking nuts
performed flawlessly in our tests, with
hole depths varying less than .005". The
quick-release nut on Delta's DP350,
however, rotated about a quarter-turn
during the testing, resulting in a differ-
ence of .018" from the first hole to the
last. We found mixed results with the
dial stops, with hole depths on three
machines changing from .003" to .008".
However, Ryobi's 100th hole was .062'
(%e") deeper than its first.

Don't look for.the ideal
drill-press table here
With all the improvements made to drill
presses recently, manufacturers continue
to overlook tables. All tested models
have cast-iron tables-better suited for
metalworking-with rack-and-pinion

Left to right '

Threaded-rod depth stops
with two locking nuts proved
the most reliable in our test.

Delta's DP350 has a quick-
release nut for making large
depth adjustments quickly.

Dial stops, like this one on
the Rikon, stop the quill-feed
handle rotation to control
dri l l ing depth.

The undersides of these three tables show
how difficult it can be to find good clamping
area, except on the Ryobi.

crank lifts. Large, deep gussets and
extended rims underneath make it dif-
ficult to clamp workpieces to the tables.
The best of the bunch is on the RYobi
with a 2"-wide perimeter underneath, as
shown above. We could clamp a fence or
jigs to this table easier than the others.

Other features to influence
your buying decision
I Sptndle runout was a pesky,
but not mafor problem.
Runout-the wobble of the spindle as it
spins-varied from .001" to .009" with
the eight machines when measured with
a precision steel rod locked in the chucks.
(Industry standards vary, but several
manufacturers say they demand .006"
or less of spindle runout.) But when we
drilled holes with each machine using a
2" Forstner bit, we found almost no dif-
ference in diameter, even on the
machines with the greatest runout. We
did find that the wobble in the worst
machines made it slightly tougher to
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place the point of a spinning bit pre-
cisely onto a crosshair.
I Lasers prove helpful.
The Craftsman, Delta DP300L, and
Ryobi have bright-red crosshair lasers to
aid in aligning your drill bit. Once cali-
brated, they proved dead-on at marking
the centerpoint of any bit. Ryobi gets
praise for easy adiustment and for being
wired to the machine. (The others are
battery-operated.) Delta's laser mounts
to the column just below the head, so it
provides the best angle, especially for
large bits that can block the others.
Craftsman's laser location led us to acci-
dentally knock it out of adiustment
several times during testing.

I Handle leverage proves
crltlcal for larger bits.
A long handle provides more force than
a short one on a drill press. The handles
on two tested models (Rikon and Delta's
DP300L) proved uncomfortably short.
One of Craftsman's three handles,
shown on the next page, fop, produced
good leverage and the most comfortable
and ergonomic feel of any handle.
I Mortising with these presses
requires great patlence.
Sure, you can use mortising attachments
on most of these machines. (All but
Ryobi offer them as accessories.) But
between removing equipment (lasers,
chuck guards, etc.) to make room for the
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attachment, fussing with adding and
aligning a fence, and adjusting the depth
stops, it's hardly worth the effort.
Instead, we believe it's worth the money
to invest in a benchtop mortiser.
I Come on, baby, llght my work.
Incandescent lights mounted inside the
head behind the chuck produce a lot of
light, but large bits create a shadow on
the centerpoint you need to see. We
prefer incandescent lights mounted on
flexible necks (on both Delta models) so
you can direct light exactly where you
need it. Craftsman's flexible LED light
proved too dim to offer much help.
I lt's a handy sander, too.
Shop Fox's W1668 converts to an oscil-
lating spindle sander, shown at far rrght,
with a simple belt change. Insert one of
the three sanding drums into the chuck,
and then swing the table so the drum
can drop through the ZlE" hole.
I Swltches do malte a dlfference.
You only need a power switch to turn a

Craftsman's horizontal handle proved
effective and comfortable, even with large
bits that require more force.

machine on and off. But it matters most
when you need it in an emergency. We
like front-mounted paddle-style switches
because they're easiest to turn off,

When using Shop Fox's drill press as an
oscillating spindle sander, attach your shop
vacuum hose to the2W'dust port.

especially if you can't take your eyes off
your work. Shop Fox's side-mounted
paddle switch proved more difficult to
find quickly.

Meet the benchtop drill team

Craftsman 21914, $2OO
800-383-481 4 craftsman.com
We like the unique quill-feed handle
and digital depth scale, but the drive
belt on this light-duty machine slipped
easily while drilling with large bits. With
high spindle runout, we had difficulty
placing bits onto a pinpoint crosshair.
The LED worklight is a good idea, but
too dim. You need to remove-and later
recalibrate-the laser from the quill to
install a mortising attachment.

woodmagazlne.com

Delta DP3OOI, $2OO
8OO -223 -7 27 8, deltapo rte rca b I e.co m
Like the Craftsman, this machine is
light-duty, with the belt slipping easily
when using large bits and hole saws. Its
handles are small and toyish, it has an
inch less of quill stroke than the other
models, and it has the smallest table.
The DP300Us laser proved accurate and
helpful, and we liked the flexible work-
light. Its dial depth stop performed well
in testing.

Delta DP35O, $24O
8OO -223 -7 27 8, deltapo rte rca b I e.co m
We love the versatility of this unit's vari-
able speed, although the addition of
speed markings on the scale would make
this good drill press even better. The
depth stop's quick-release nut makes for
fast adjustments but slipped more than
we like in our L00-hole test. T,arge quill-
feed handles provide good leverage, and
the flexible incandescent worklight puts
bright light where needed.
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Grlzzly GO485, t19O
800 -523 -47 77, grizzly.com
This no-frills drill press proved itself
capable and accurate beyond our expec-
tations, given its low price. It had the
least amount of quill and spindle run-
out, and its depth stop produced L00
holes of identical depth-the best in the
test. With a bottom-end speed of 230
rpm and top speed of 3,270 rpm (16
total), the G0485 provides a wider speed
range than most, for large and small
bits. It's the only unit to include a clear-
plastic safety guard around the chuck.

Grlzzly G7943, $225
800-523 -47 7 7, grizzly.com
Capacity, capacity, capacity: The G7943's
L4" swing, 3/t-hp motor, and s/s" chuck
were all tops among the eight tested
machines. It also has a generous table,
and weighed the most at L4O pounds.
With a test-best slow speed of 140 rpffi,
it has the low-end torque to handle large
boring jobs with ease, and its threaded-
rod depth stop proved reliable. Our lone
knock: With the most spindle runout in
the test, we had difficulty placing bits
onto a pinpoint crosshair.

Rlkon 3O-f2O, t25O
87 7 -884 - 51 67, rikontoo I s. com
Rikon's  z"-tall machine provides the
largest vertical capacities in the test. But
it also required a step-stool to change
speeds. The 30-120's low-end 22O rym
proves a plus for large bits, and its 3,600
rpm top speed was highest among the
eight machines. With the largest table
center hole (17a"), it also has replaceable
inserts. The handles are short and awk-
ward to use, though, and we bumped
our hand regularly on the motor ten-
sioning lever when lowering the quill.

lGIiIil iffir:r rYfl 11ffi iET tYlr rv' firiFl I iFTif I iffl 3firlTil91 Ff{ F

s/r{'ffi
D!MENS|0NS, TNCHES I DRIVE SY$l:M I CHUfi

I l€r
/s%

i / ^ s  7 * s

f-*/s"/ro%

sP[,tD[E,ANDQUTtt I IABTE l(0NTR0rslFEATURtSl PERF0RMANCEGRADES(7)

CRAFTSMAI{21914 12 37Vx14x228lx11Yz 5 500/3,000Vz 15Vt 20 3lt D D 10x10 45t45P Y LED r -

DETIA DP300[12 34x22x22 10x16 5 620/3,100lz 137/t 183/c 23/a D D 8t/x83/t 45t45T Y IF Y
BDETTA DP35O12 36Yx16x23 10x16 V5 500/3,100Vz 127h 18 3Vs 0 R 9lz*Tz 4514sB N IF N I B B

GRIZZTY G0485 t3 l8Vxl4x24 10x17 16 23013,270s/s 12Tt 20 3Yg T N 11Vzdia. 90190P Y IH il B  l s +
GRIzzTY G7943 14 381x14x2410Vx17Vz12 140/3,050Vs 12s/s 20 3Vt T N 11t/a<113/s90t90 P Y IH g  l g +

RtK0l{ 30-120 13 42x15x24 1]x18 16 22013,6005/a 165/s 25 31/c D D 117h dia. 45145T Y N/A - B IN/A

RYOBI DP121L12 35Vx13x2210Vxl6VzV5 500/3,000Vz 12Y2 18 3Y8 D L 11 dia. 4sl4sP Y IH -
SHOP FOX w1668 13 38x15x24 11x171/z 12 250/3,050Va 13Vt 21 3Vc T N 12lz dia. 4st45 P Y N/A I I B IN/A
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Ryobi DPl21L, $17O
800-525 -2 579, ry obitools.com
The DP121L sports big-machine features
(variable speed, digital speed display,
and a reliable laser crosshair that never
needs batteries) at a benchtop drill-press
price. It has the best table for clamping
with an adiustable tilting scale, and the
price includes a work-holding vise. Only
one thing stood between the DP121L
and our Top Tool award: Its depth stop
slipped the most in our testing. If you
don't do much multiple-hole drilling,
though, get this machine.

Shop Fox Wl668, $260
800-840- 8420, shopfox.biz
The W1668 is an average-performing
drill press that doubles as an oscillating
spindle sander and comes with three
drums 1-2" in diameter. That may make
it worth the premium price to you. It has
a good speed range, and its depth stop
proved reliable in our testing. The sand-
ing relief hole and dust port make
clamping workpieces to the right side of
the table difficult. The left-side-mounted
power switch is more difficult to reach
than front-mounted ones.

Most perform well;
Here'i what we'd b.ry
There was no runaway choice for
Top Tool because each machine
had its quirks. Nevertheless, we
feel confident in recommending
both the Grizzly G0485 and Delta
DP350 as Top Tools. The Grizzly is
a solid, no-frills machine that
delivers highly accurate .results-its
depth stop never budged while
drilling 100 holes.

We like the Delta DP350 for its
variable-speed control, surprisingly
high torque, flexible work light,
and large knobs on long handle
shafts. We'd be willing to live with
a little slippage of its depth stop to
have the variable speed.

The unreliable depth stop on the
Ryobi DPlzlL kept it from con-
tending for Top Tool. But if that's a
non-issue for you, this is a power-
ful variable-speed drill press, nicely
equipped, for $70 less than the
DP350. So the DPlztL earns our
Top Value award. fl

Written by Bob Hunter with feff Hall
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Notes:
1. Largest diameter workpiece y0u can d rill t0 the (enter. (Dou ble

the distance from the chuck center to the column edoe. t 
t 

txcellent

I r u i ,
(D)
(0)
(T)

(D)
(U
(N)
(R)

(B)
(P)
(T)

(t F)
(tH)

(LED)
(N/A)

Variable speed

Dial depth stop
Threaded rod with quick-release nut
Threaded rod with locking nuts

Dialstop with nut lock
Dial stop with lever lock
Threaded rod with nut lock
Threaded rod with lever lock

Button
Paddle
Toggle

Incandescent bulb on flexible arm
Incandescent bulb in head
Light-emitting diode on flexible arm
No light included

Boring with 2h" Forstner bitand23/t" hole saw in hard
maple and white oak.

(F)
(G)
(K)
(L)

(M)
(P)

6)
(T)
(v)

Fence
Chuck guard
Churk key holder
Light
Mortising atta(hment
Switch padlock
Sanding drums
Tool tray
Dril lvise

Prices current at time of article production and do not
include shipping, where applicable.

10.

F, t_ M,5,V 93.7 6.0 1 5200
L,T M,BS,V 78.5 6.0 2 5200
I M,Bs,IV103.5 6.0 2 5240

G,K,L G,M,5,V99.6 5.0 1 5190
I
L G,M,5,V140.5 8.0 s225
K G,M,V 12i.0 0.u 5250
L,V 95.9 6.5 2 s170
\ M,V 119.7 9.5 L 5260
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IkebanaVase
lkebana, the Japanese art of arranging flowers, differs from Western practice by using

asymmetricalform and including empty space as part of the composition. Any plant

material-branches, leaves, grasses, moss, and fruit-may be used. Withered leaves,

seedpods, and buds are valued as highly as flowers in full bloom.

The vase is considered an important part of the whole. With this

f. 
simple project, you can create a pebbled stage for a few carefully

chosen branches and blossoms.
l

I Erom 7a"-thick stock, cut tray-side
I (A) blanks and base-side (C) blanks

to finished width [Materials List] and 1L"
long. Then cut tray-end (B) blanks and
base-end (D) blanks to finished width
and 6" long. Finish-sand the blanks.

f Cut rabbets along the bottom inside
&edges of the tray-side (A) and tray-
end (B) blanks [Drawing 1]. Then, to
make the part of the tray visible through
the base (C, D) cutouts "disappear,"
color the bottom portion of each side
and end [Photo A].

! nAfrere the base-side (C) and base-
rJend (D) blanks together back-to-
back and edges flush with double-faced
tape. Photocopy the Base Patterns on the
WOOD Patternsa insert, and cut them
out. Adhere the patterns to the appropri-
ate paired blanks with spray adhesive,
centering the patterns end-to-end. Then
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mark the finished lengths and the over-
lap of the tray parts A and B on the base
parts C and D [Drawing2]. Nowbandsaw
and sand the cutouts, and remove the
patterns. To get top-notch results when
sanding the cutouts, see page 26.

llseparate the parts. Then glue and
'tclamp the tray sides (A) to the base
sides (C), and the tray ends (B) to the
base ends (D), aligning the tray part bot-
tom edges with the overlap lines on the
ends of the base parts [Drawing 1]. Use
the glue sparingly to avoid squeeze-out.
( Viter the side-blank (A/C) and end-
rf blank (B/D) assemblies to finished
length, cutting to the lines marked on

I Overall dimensions: 572" wide x
1072" long x 17+" high.

I Shown here in cherry.

Skil l  Builder
I Save time and ensure accurate miters

on layered parts by cutting the parts
oversize, gluing them together, and
mitering the assembled parts.

the base parts (C, D). Then glue and
clamp the frame ( lBlClD), checking
for square.
(Chect< the dimensions of the tray
1r(A/B) rabbeted opening, and cut the
bottom (E) to size. Chuck a 2" Forstner
bit into your drill press, and drill a hole
for the flanged flower arranger [Drawing
11. Finish-sand the bottom, and glue
and clamp it into the tray rabbets.

fFrom 7+"-thick stock, cut a Lx12"
J Utanb for the short dividers (F) and
long divider (G). Check the dimensions
from the tray sides and ends (A, B) to the
edge of the hole in the bottom (E), and
cut the dividers to length. Bandsaw a
notch into each part [Drawing 1]. Finish-
sand the dividers, and glue and clamp
them in place [Photo B].
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Color the bottom 7s" of each tray-side (A)
blank and tray-end (B) blank with permanent
black felt-tip marker.

Cut four hardboard spacers, and after dry-
fitting, glue and clamp the short dividers (F)
and long divider (G) in place.

A* tray sides 1/c" '11/i' 10"

B* trayends 1/a" 11/i' 5u

C* base sides 1/1, 11/q' 101/2" C

D* baseends t/l' 11/i, 51/2"

E bottom 1/q" 43/i' g3/1, BP

F* short dividers 1/c" 1" 1Vl'

G* long divider 1/i' 'lu 
61/d'

xParts initially cut oversize. See the instructions.

Materlalr key: C-cherry BP-birch plywood.
Supplles: Double-faced tape, spray adhesive, perma-
nent black felt-tip marker.
Blade and blt: Stackdado set,2" Forstner bit.

Source
Flower arranger: Black pewterflanged flower
arranger no. 158914 57.95 ea. Call Packard Woodworks,
800-683-8876, or go to packardwoodworks.com.

with water, and artfully position a hand-
fut of long-stemmed bioisoms. i

Written by lan Svec with Chuck'Hedlund
Project design: Kevin Boyle
ll lustrations: Roxanne LeMoine; Lorna lohnson

I

\
1Y4"

\

I exeloDED vtEW

lq" rabbel t/a" deep

1Y4'

1OYz"

Finished-
length mark

11/+"

Flanged f lower arranger Cutting Diagram

Vq" rabbet t/e" deep

)
11A"

)
114"

,{

T""
Area colored

with permanent
black felt-tip marker

lqx12x 12" Birch plywood

1

Learn more
about ikebana
For information about
the basic styles of
ikebana and how to
create them, as well
as a plan for an
additional ikebana
vases go to
woodmagazine.com/
ikebana.

InnnnrcNc THE BAsE
BLANKS

Tray overlap marks
(Mark on both ends)

notches, and fill the tray with pebbles.
(We purchased a bag of polished pebbles
from a crafts supply store, and picked
out the black ones.) Now fill the arranger

r/+ x 5/z x 24" Cherry (.3 bd. ft.)

Finished-

-1

flfxamine all the parts, and finish- Qlnsert the flower arranger, cradling
lfsand where needed. Do not sand the J the flange in the divider (F, G)
black-colored areas. Apply a clear finish.
(We applied three coats of satin polyure-
thane from a spray can, sanding between
coats with 220-grit sandpaper.)
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be filled with the
finest cutting and

shaping tools money
can buy, but if you don't

measure and mark precisely,
' your project parts will fit like a
cheap suit. Perhaps that's why

woodworking catalogs offer page after
page of products promising to make you
a more accurate woodworker. To help
you sort it all out, here are the marking
and measuring tools we find essential,
plus some that are just darned useful.

First, make sure
you have the basics
Before you fill your drawers with fancy
gadgets, you need a handful of high-
quality marking and measuring devices.
The five items shown above may not be
flashy, but you'll reach for them nearly
every day.

O 6" and 12" steel rules
Look for a matte or satin finish with
etched markings (rather than stamped)
for accuracy and readability. Increments
should go down to at least'J.132". Buy
one with a combination-square head
and you'll multiply its value at least
threefold by adding the ability to check
and rnark perfect 90' and 45' angles.

@ rouing rule
For longer dimensions, a 6' folding
wooden rule provides more reliable
accuracy than a retractable steel tape
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measure because there's no hook on one
end that can get damaged and affect the
accuracy. Get the kind with a sliding
extension for dead-on measurement
inside cases and boxes.

@ l'or 6" machinist rquare
Ideal for tool setup and for marking
crosscuts precisely, it slips easily into an
apron pocket. Good thing; too, because
you'll reach for this more often than you
might think.

@ snOing bevel gauge.
This simple device performs for any
angle what a combination square does
for 90' and 45o, making transferring or
duplicating that odd angle foolproof,
without even having to know the angle.

@ ttechanical pencil or marking knife
Measuring to a gnat's backside means lit-
tle if your old carpenter's pencil makes a
wide swath. A marking knife scores razor-
thin lines, and a mechanical pencil's thin
mark is consistent and predictable.

Now add to your arsenal
with these h-andy helpers
Once you have the basics covered, you
can expand your collection of marking
and measuring tools. To separate the
gimmicks from the "gotta haves," we
bought several hundred dollars worth of
these tempting tools and tried them out.
Here are the keepers.

@ 4" double square
Take the best features of a combination
square (easy adiustability and measure-

Must-
ile

ment markings), mix in the best features
of a machinist square (precision and
pocket portability), and you'll see why
we like a 4" double square. The blade
slides through the body for gauging
reveals on cabinet doors or for setting
up saw blades and router bits, without
being cumbersome like a full-size
combo square.
$31.50 (Lee Valley, 2aN08.01)

O tZ'adjustable hook rule
Like the hook on the end of a retractable
tape measure, the one on the end of this
steel rule makes it easy to measure from
an overhanging edge. The hook can be
repositioned along the end of the rule to
workwith thin materials; to reach over a
routed edge, as shown; or you can
remove it completely if you like. Four
scales (one on each edge, front and back)
let you choose incremental markings
from Vs" tola+", depending on how accu-
rate you want to be.
$22.50 (Lee Valley, 24N08.11)

@ Ruler Stop
We use stopblocks on the tablesaw,
router table, and drill press practically

Sources
You'llfind the "basics" at many retailers and
in catalogs, including the ones listed below.
Sources for the other products are listed at the
end of each description.
Garlett Wa de, 80o-2212942, garrettwade.com
Lee Valley, 800-871 -81 58, leevalley.com
McFeef y's, 800- 443-7 937, mcfeelys.com
M LCS, 800-533-9298, mlcswoodwprkin g.com
Rockf er, 800 -27 9 -4441, rockler.com
Woodcraft, 800-225-1 1 53, woodcraft.com

ffMeasurinq 6TK Marking Tftls
After months of testing, these super-accurate layout helpers
earned a permanent place in the WOODa magazine shop.
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every day in t}:e WOODo magazine shop
to ensure multiple matching cuts or
evenly spaced holes. Why wouldn't you
want that same reliable repeatability
when marking and measuring? The
dovetail slot in this handy add-on grips
virtually any steel rule up to 13/rc" wide.
We put a Ruler Stop at each end of a L2"
rule and flipped it end for end as we
marked a series of cabinet door handles
2" up from the bottom (flip!) and L" in
from the edge.
Garrett Wade, $19.95 (16R01.10)

@ Veritas Mlter Hook
The toughest measurement to make
accurately has to be the short length (or
heel) of a mitered workpiece, such as the
inside dimensions of a picture frame or
window casing. Veritas' Miter Hook
makes this previously formidable task
foolproof by giving you a solid place to
hookyour retractable steel tape measure.
Steel pins bite into the end grain, and
rare-earth magnets keep, the tape from
coming unhooked from the hook. As a
bonus, stepped edges around the Miter
Hook act as Va" and l+" teveal gauges for
perfect placement of moldings.
$12.95 (Lee Valley, 05N37.01)

@ Q,ri.k Gorners
We've all done it: To mark a radius on
the corner of a workpiece, you pull out a
coin (or soda can, or glue bottle, or ro11
of masking tape, or...) and trace around
it. It's tough, though, to locate that tem-
porary template perfectly on the corner.
Quick Corners transparent templates
self-index to any square corner for mark-
ing precise radii every time. We found
the yellow template, for marking convex
cu.rves from Yz" to 2" in 7e" increments,
the most useful. The set also includes
templates for concave radii, chamfered
corners, and convex radii up to 6".
$20 (McFeely's, Rockler, Woodcraft)

woodmagazlne.com

@ Universal Angle Guide
When you need to mark a known angle
(and not merely copy or match one),
you can't beat the, precision of this
multi-function tool. Although spendy,
its super-fine laser-etched markings pro-
vide a dead-on reference for any angle
from 0o to 180" in Vzo increments. Use it
to set your miter gauge or sliding bevel
gauge, as shown at right. Either end of
the Universal Angle Guide also can be
used to set router bit and saw blade
height, but we found the fine markings
difficult to read for this purpose.
MasterGage, $65 (888-893-8300,
mastergage.com)

@ l" protractor square
This oversize bevel gauge picks up where
your pocket-size model leaves off. For
transferring angles from an odd-shaped
piece to the mitersaw (as shown) or to
your tablesaw miter gauge, the long
blades of a protractor square provide
plenty of bearing surface to ensure pre-
cise setup. This device does have a degree
scale that you could use to set specific
angles, but the small, closely spaced
markings are difficult to read.
$20 (Lee Valley, Woodcraft)l
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aking a screwdriver with a
custom handle is a project so
easy and useful that every turner

should make one. You can use anything from
highly figured stock to common shop scraps.
To iazz it up, we laminated a turning blank
from maple and cherry.

For this project, you'll need the materi-
als shown at rtght. Laminate the
l3/+xl3/+x6" turning blank from one
lqxI3/+x6" and two 3AxL3/+x6" pieces of
stock. To make the turning template,
photocopy the Screwdriver Handle pat-
tern on the WOOD Patternsa insert.
Adhere the pattern to cardboard with
spray adhesive, and cut it to shape with
a crafts knife. See Source on page 74 for
the screwdriver hardware.

nsert

ffi'W

Watch a FREE two-part video
on turning this project at
wood magazi ne.com/videos.

1t/cx1thx6"
LAMINATED
BLANK

TEMPLATE

/ :J.
f 

-::${,H::, 
/ 

!

/ ' s A + ' -  / p ,

QdH
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SCREWDRIVER KIT
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Tools: Drive center, dri l l  chuck,
s/a" brad-point dri l l  bit.
Speed:500 rpm.

Find the centers of the blank ends, and
mark them with a center punch. Then
mount the drill chuck with a s/a" brad-
point bit in the lathe headstock, and the
lathe drive center in the tailstock. Mark
a drilling depth of 33/+" on the bit with

Dr i l lchuck Mask ing
rape

Headstock

Tools: Drive center, cone center, spindle
roughing gouge, part ing tool ,  cal ipers.
Tool rest: Center.
Speed:2 ,000 rpm.

Install the drive center in the headstock,
and the cone center in the tailstock. (If
you don't have a cone center, see the
Shop Tip, next page.) Mount the blank
between centers, inserting the cone cen-
ter into the 7e" hole. Then use the spindle
roughing gouge to turn the blank to a
13/E" - diamete r cyl i nder.

Measure the length of the brass ferrule
with calipers. Then transfer this mea-
surement to the tailstock end of the
blank (the end with the 7e" hole). Mea-

Tools:  Part ing tool ,  spindle roughing
gouge, 7e" spindle gouge.
Tool rest: Parting tool, roughing
gouge: center;  spindle gouge: s l ight ly
below center.
Speed: Turning, 2,000 rpm; sanding,
1 ,000 rpm;  f in ish ing  3 ,000 rpm.

Remount the blank between centers.
Using the template as a guide, mark the
critical diameters on the blank. Make
gauging cuts with a parting tool. Then
use a spindle roughing gouge, as shown
above right, and spindle gouge to shape
the handle, leaving a7/re"-diameter neck
connecting the handle to the waste.
Don't worry when making cuts close to
the brass ferrule. The high-speed steel
tools will not be damaged if they graze
the soft brass. Finish-sand the handle,
and apply a clear finish. (With the lathe

woodmagazlne.com

masking tape. Next mount the
blank between the tip of the brad-
point bit and the drive center.
NoW holding the blank with your
left hand to keep it from spinning,
turn on the lathe, advance the
tailstock quill with your right
hand, and bore the hole, as shown
at right.

QMount the turning square between- 
the drill bit and drive center.

13/q x 13/q x 6" turning square

Tailstock

@nOvance the tai lstock qui l l .

Drive center

sure the inside diameter of the
ferrule. Now make overlapping
cuts with a parting tool, forming a
tenon the same length as the fer-
rule and shghtly larger than the
inside diameter. Check the tenon
diameter with calipers, as shown
at right. Remove the blank from
the lathe. Using a mallet and a
wood scrap, drive the ferrule onto
the tenon.

@turn lo a 1s/q"-diam. cyl inder.

Headstock

Drive center

stopped, we applied several coats
of mineral oil. Then with the lathe
running, we burnished the surface
with a paper towel.) Now use a
parting tool to separate the handle
from the waste.
Note: A cloth rag used to apply a fin-
ish can get caught on the turning
piece and cause iniury. Always use q
paper towel, which tears if snagged.

fi \cone center

6 flTffi ,i iJ fl: :'y5 ll'"]3l g : " n " n

T

Headstock

E
l ; i i E l
t i t i : : r l -  t l

lr ,--'--i' i il
li,/

Qntla* the critical diameters,

Calipers

-length

and make gauging cuts.

Tailstock

Cone center
Brass ferrule
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Convert a cup to a cone
Most lathes come factory-equipped with a tailstock l ive cup
center. But to hold a blank with the center dri l led away, l ike
the one in this project, a cup center won't work. You'l l need a
cone center. Rather than buying one, here's how to make a
cone-shaped cap for your l ive cup center.

First cut a 2x2x3" block of hardwood. Then install a four-jaw
chuck onto the head-stock spindle, and grip the block with
the chuck. Use a spindle roughing gouge to turn as much of
the block as possible to a 2" cylinder. Next use a parting tool
to turn a 13/c"-diameter tenon 1/+" long on the tailstock end, as

shown below /efr. Reverse the block, gripping the tenon in the
four- jaw chuck. Now f in ish turning the cyl inder.

Instal l  a dr i l l  chuck into the ta i lstock qui l l ,  and into the
chuck, a Forstner bit sl ightly larger than the outside diameter
of the l ive cup center. Advance the quil l, and bore a 

'1"-deep

hole into the cylinder. Then, starting 11/c" from the end of the
blank, use a skew chisel to form a 45o cone, as shown below
center. Part the cone from the waste held in the chuck. Now
slip the cone over the l ive cup center and use it to hold the
handle blank, as shown below right.

waste, apply mineral oil, and burnish.
Snap the double-ended screwdriver bits
into the shaft, and click the shaft into the
handle, as shown below.lF

2  x 2  x 3 "
Qfrrn Io a2" diameter. Four-jaw chuck

Qrinisn truing the blank.
Dri l l  chucksqua

1,' F-_ \
Forstner bit to fit the cup center

Tenon held in the chuck 
@eore a recess for the cup center.

Place the insert plain end up (the end
without the slots for the bosses on the
screwdriver shaft) onto a hardwood scrap
on your workbench. Position the handle
hole over the insert, and tap the handle
onto the insert with a dead-blow mallet,
as shown at left. Drive the insert flush
with the end of the ferrule. Finish-sand
the handle where it was parted from the

Source
Screwdriver hardware kit: +-in-t Screwdriver
Turning Kit no. 37702 S6.79. Rockler; 800-279-4441,
rockler.com.

Live cup center

Q rorr a 45'cone.

Four-jaw chuck

Laminated

INSERT
END VIEW

Shaft boss 
t

shaf t  
" " \ " "#p@

#--d
Written by Jan Svec with Brian Simmons

Project design: Kevin Boyle

l l lustrat ions: Roxanne LeMoine; Lorna Johnson
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I Ornaments are 33/a" to 43/c" high.
I Materials needed: %" medium-density

fiberboard core plywood (we used
birch and cherry), construction paper,
safe-release masking tape, spray
adhesive, crafts adhesive, .025" brass,
decorative cord.

I Choose from seven full-size patterns
on the WOOD Potternso insert.

Skil l  Builders
I Learn the basics of stack-cutting in

wood and soft metal, and how to make
scrollsawn inlays.

ere's the basic recipe for making
two identical holiday ornaments
and matching greeting cards in

one shot. T'he trick: Stack-cutting bun-
dled layers of plywood yields two or
more items from one sawing. Slipping in
a couple layers of colored paper reaps
additional dividends.
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STEP 1 Cut two ornament blanks froml/t"
birch MDF-core plywobd and two 5x5" pieces
of colored construction paper or card stock,
and stack them together.
Note: MDF-core plywood ensures smoother
void-free edges ond a uniform color for a better
overall look than ply-core plywood.

STEP 2 Tightly wrap the stack with safe-
release (blue) masking tape.

STEP 3 Make two photocopies of the
ornament pattern of your choice on the
WOOD Patternso insert, and adhere one with
spray adhesive to the stack.

STEP 4 Using your drill press, drilllho" or #60
blade start holes for the inside cuts. For the
best appearance of the paper cutouts you'll
use on the greeting card, dri l l  the hole at a
corner of each cutout.

STEP 5 Make the inside cuts with your
scrof lsaw and a #2 (2O tpi) blade. Cut a
careful, continuous path (no backtracking)
along the pattern lines. As you complete
each inside cut, carefully remove the
plywood waste and paper. Organize the
paper cutouts on the second pattern. Now
cut the perimeter. To keep the plywood and
paper sandwich together and the paper
layers from shifting, make a continuous cut.

STEP 6 Separate the ornaments and paper
outlines, and remove the masking tape
and pattern. Finish-sand the ornaments,
removing any fuzzy edges. Drill hanger
holes, where shown on the pattern.

STEP 7 String the ornaments on a thin wire
between uprights, and apply a clear finish.
(We sprayed on satin lacquer.) With the finish
dry, tie a loop of decorative cord through
each hanger hole.

STEP 8 To make the greeting card, cut a
7x10" piece of colored paper and fold it in
half to 5x7". Then adhere one paper outline
and contrasting infill pieces to the front of
the card. (We used Elmer's Craft Bond Photo
Stik adhesive.) Discard the infill paper for
the bow,letting the green background show
through. For the example shown, you'll have
two candy cane ornaments and two cards,
one with a red outl ine and white inf i l l  and the
other with a white outline and red infill.

STEP 9 Write your greetings on the card. lf
desired, add glitter decoration. (We adhered
glitter with an Elmer's Craft Bond Memory
Book Glue Pen.) Insert the ornament into the
card, sl ip them into an envelope, and mail .
(Before mailing, check with your post office
for the necessary postage.)

@

5 x 5 " r e d
construction

paper

5 x 5" white
construction

paper

@

Maskingtape

@

1/cx 5 x 5"
MDF-core
plywood

ornament
blanks

Plywood and paper stack

Pattern

@
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Try a different angle for inlay

Instead of a fretwork ornament, you can
make an inlaid one by stack-cutting two
contrasting-color species and fitt ing the
cutouts of one into the outl ine of the
other. Using this method, you'l l get one
ornament from each two-piece stack.

To eliminate the saw kerfs, simply ti l t
the scrollsaw table. This turns the cutouts
into tapered plugs for an airt ight f it
between the parts. The thinner the blade
you use, the less you'l l have to ti l t the
scrollsaw table to make the cutout and
outline surfaces flush, and the better the
ornament looks from both sides. (The #2
blade we used needed only a 3't i l t.)
With a slow feed rate and careful cutting,
you can use this technique on almost any
pattern, but you'l l get the best results on
designs with large, less-intricate cutouts
like the tree, candy cane, and snowman.
Here's how to modify the basic stack-
cutting recipe.

In Step 1, use one piece of birch-veneer
plywood and one piece of cherry-veneer
plywood. Position the veneer color you

Cherry-veneer
MDF-core
plywood

for the outline

want for the outl ine on the bottom and
the infi l l  on the top [lnlayVariation:
Step 1 obovel. Make an extra plywood
and paper sandwich from scrap for
testing the ti l t of the scrollsaw table.
Proceed as instructed in Steps 2 and 3.

Before dri l l ing the blade start holes in
Step 4, draw a 1"-diameter circle on your
test sandwich, t i l t your dri l l-press table
3o, and with the center of the circle
downhil l from the bit, dri l l  a blade start
hole at the edge of the circle. Tilt the
scrollsaw table 3' and c.ut the circle,
keeping the center downhil l from the
bfade [lnlay Variation: Step 4a below left].
Remove the cutouts and fit the top
cutout into the hole in the bottom
plywood layer Ilnlay Variation: Step 4b
below rightl. The surfaces of the cutout
and the bottom layer should be flush. lf
the cutout protrudes from the surface of
the bottom layer, decrease the table tilt.
lf the cutout drops below the surface of
the bottom layer, increase the table tilt.
With a satisfactory fit, adjust your drill-

Birch-veneer
MDF-core plywood

for the infill

Construction paper

press table to match the tilt of the
scrollsaw table, and dril l  blade start holes
for the ornament inside cuts with the
center of each cutout on the downhil l
side of the bit. (Dril l  toward the center of
the cutout.)

Moving to Step 5, make continuous
inside cuts keeping the center of the
cutout on the downhil l side of the blade.
(The perimeter of the cutout slopes
inward all around.) The ti l ted table may
cause the blade to drift to the uphil l side
of the pattern l ine when turning outside
corners. Compensate by slowing your
feed rate and applying slight pressure
against the downhil l side of the blade.
Organize the fop plywood layer and
paper cutouts on an extra pattern. With
all the interior cuts complete, return the
scrollsaw table to the 90' position, and
make the continuous perimeter cut.
Then go on to Steps 6 and 7. Before
finishing, glue the top layer plywood
cutouts into the openings in the bottom
layer plywood outl ine.

INLAY VARIATION: STEP 4a

Centerline of test cutout
downhil l from the blade

Test cutout

Make a test cutout.

#2 (20 tpi) blade

Plywood and paper stack

_\."

INLAY VARIATION: STEP 4b Test the fit.

Cutout protrudes: Cutout recessed: Cutout flush:
Decrease tilt angle. lncrease tilt angle. Correct tilt angle.

Top layer

78

Scrollsaw table
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Add a touch of brass

When scrol lsawing thin sof t  metals,  such
as brass,  copper,  and aluminum, you
must sandwich the metal between scraps
of plywood or hardboard to keep the
blade from catching the edges and
distort ing the workpiece. You usual ly
discard the metal  cutouts and al l  the

woodmagazlne.com

wood, but a s imple change to your stack
yields two wood ornaments,  one brass
ornament,  and paper cutouts for  three
greeting cards. Here's how.

In Step 1,  sandwich one 5x5" piece of
.025"-thick brass and three sheets of
colored paper between the plywood
ornament blanks [Brass Var iat ion:Step 1
obove).  Then simply fo l low the remaining
steps, cut t ing the ornament wi th a #2

Construction paper

.025"-thick brass
ornament blank

b lade and the  saw runn ing  a t  h igh
speed. When you remove the brass
ornament from the stack, sand it to a
uni form sat in sheen with a 320-gr i t
sanding sponge, and spray-f in ish i t  a long
with the plywood ornaments.  Q

ln memory of Pat Stouffer, deslgner
December 17, lg4E-May 2O,2OO7
Written by fan Svec with Kevin Boyle
ll lustrations: Roxanne LeMoine; Lorna fohnson
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InnnrcruG THE LAMtNATtoN

1/2"

l-

Cherry

Maple

Note: After laminating the
parts, joint and plane the
blank to 1t/2x11/2".

[curnNc THE MEDALLtoNs

urn your cut-off scrap into
attractive key chains that will
leave your friends and family

wondering "How did you do that?" Tell
them if you want to, but the secret lies
in making a small "log" of multiple
species; then cutting off slices.

Form a scrapwood blank
I Select three contrasting wood
I species; we used maple, cherrY, and

walnut. We also recommend beech,
ash, birch, or poplar for the light color;
alder, oak, mahogany, or bubinga for
the medium color; and wenge, purple-
heart, or ebony for the dark. We used
L2"-long stock; that's the shortest you
can safely run through a planer.

f Machine your workpieces to the
Sdimensions shown in Drawing 1,
and laminate them as shown.

! Rfter the glue dries, square the
Jblank on your jointer and plane to
IVz" squate, removing stock from both
edges to keep the maple strip centered.

lVsing a router table with ar/r"
tfstraight bit or tablesaw wlth al+"
dado set, cut grooves into your blank
for the accent strips [Drawing 2]. (If you
choose the tablesaw option, use blades

with flat-tipped teeth. Blades
with beveled teeth typically leave
tiny triangular "ears" in the
bottom of the groove.)
(Machine cherry and walnut
rJaccent strips [Drawing 3], and

glue and clamp them into the corre-
sponding grooves.

After the glue dries, sand the
laminated blank smooth.
At your router table, rout 7a" round-
overs on all four long edges.

continued on Page 82
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6
7t/a" round-overs along

all edges and ends

Make one for yourself and a dozen for gifts.

3/a'

lr

i
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Slice off medallions
I Rttach a wood extension to your
I bandsaw miter gauge, and clamp a

stopblock to it 3A" past the cutline. Use
a 10-tpi blade for a smooth cut. After
squaring the end of the blank, cut off
7a"-thick medall ions [Drawing 4]. Stop
when the blank measures 3" long-it's
unsafe to cut any more unless you
clamp the blank to the miter gauge
extension.

f witfr a medallion slice secured in a
Sclamp, dri l l  a 3/rc" hole [Photo A].

I Using the same clamping tech-
.Jnique, rout /e" round-overs
[Photo B] on all edges of the medallion.
,7f Sand smooth to 22O grit; then

Tspray with three coats of satin
polyurethane. Sand between coats with
a 320-grit sponge. Hang the medallions
on fishing line to spray them so you
can do all sides simultaneously.
(Cut a piece of beaded chain 4" long,
Jthread it through the medall ion
hole, and couple it with a connector.
Beaded chain and connectors are
available at hardware stores and home
centers. I
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For plans on making a second
design, as shown, go to
rvood nr;lq a ; i rrt:.corrr lkevcl"r;li lr.
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This router table brings a whole
new levelof precision to your
woodshop. Through an amazing
set of innovative features,
including its tablssaw inspired
self-squaring fence, Precision Lens
Cursor, and reinforced MDF top with
Easy-SliderM Micro-Dot skin, it brings
new meaning to the words "full-featured."

Proclslon lsnoffon Bomer IrHe
ITEM# PRS1O4O

Whether it's being thrown into the
back of a pickup truck on the way
to the jobsite or used to save
space in a smallwoodshop,
this router table is the rugged
and mobile solution to true
precision routing. For the very
first time, having portability
doesn't mean giving up the precision

and features of a full-sized router table,

trrn.flo$tosl.eom I S00.4[t BS38



Fuss-free faux
through-tenons
Cive a project the look of finely crafted
through-mortise-and-tenon joints, without the
hassle, by making these practical pretenders.

ure, through-mortise-and-tenon
ioints look great. But they should,
given the time you'll need to

precisely cut and fit them. Here we'll
show you how to install faux tenons to
conceal an easy-to-make, screw-
reinforced butt joint.

First, cut a shallow mortise
To rout a quick, accurate mortise, create
a template from two pieces of s/+"-thick

scrap. Each piece should be about half
as wide as your router base and about 8"
longer than the length of the mortise.
To mimic a real mortise-and-tenon

ioint, make the mortise length 72"
shorter than the part that will butt
against the face opposite the mortise.
The mortise width will equal the
thickness of the part it complements.

Divide the mortise width in half and
make that dimension your dado depth.
Then cut a dado as wide as the mortise
length, as shown lDrawing 11. Edge-glue

n*x'*nr,ilt!",T$Iffi"o

Attach with
double-faced tape.

the halves to make the
routing template [Drawing 2].
Then attach a stop under-
neath to hold the template
the correct distance from the
workpiece edge.

Clamp the ends of the
template to a piece of scrap,
and install aYz"-diametet, r/2"-

deep pattern bit, as shown at
near right (see Sources), in
your router. Adjust the depth-
stop setting until the bit cuts
7a" deep and the bearing rides against
the sides of the template opening.

After marking the mortise ends on the
workpiece, position the template with
one end of the opening'over an end
mark lPhotoA]. Carefully plunge the bit
into the workpiece near the center of the
template opening lPhoto B]. Then cut
the mortise by moving your router
clockwise around the opening lPhoto Cl,
with the bearing riding firmly against

continued on page 86

Pattern
bit

T
2u

E+?lllfflfti'r',ltFo,

BOTTOM VIEW
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Workshop, Savvy
t

the sides of the template opening.
Vacuum out the debris, and leave the
template clamped in place.

Now square off the mortise corners
using a Vz" strarght chisel or corner
chisel (see Sources). Use the template as
a guide to chisel dead-on 90" cuts
lPhoto Dl. Repeat these steps to cut the
remaining mortises on each workpiece.

Now cut the tenons
On the blank you'll use to make your
faux tenons, rout 45'chamfers on all
four sides at both ends [Photo E],
starting with the edges, followed by the
faces to reduce tear-out.

Next, clamp a stopblock to your
tablesaw fence, as shown [Photo F], and
adjust the fence to cut your tenons to the
desired length. We made ours r/s" long
for a mortise 7s" deep. Use a miter-gauge
extension to reduce tear-out [Photo G],
and cut the tenons from both ends of
your blank.

Test-fit faux tenons into the mortises,
and sand them until they're snug. After
you screw together the butt joint on
your project, apply glue to the bottom
of the mortise, and insert the faux
tenon, as shown on page 84.

Cap dril led mortises
with a rabbeted tenon
If you're more comfortable drilling
mort ises with a Forstner bit  than
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routing them, here's away to hide the
mortise edges beneath the l ip of a
rabbeted tenon for a clean look. To
start, mark your workpiece to show the
mortise ends and centerline.

Next, install a Forstner bit as wide as
the tenon thickness, minus 7+". Then
position a dri l l-press fence so the bit
spur touches the mortise centerline
and set the dril l ing depth to Va".

Dril l  holes at both mortise ends,
followed by overlapping holes along its
length lPhoto H]. Using a straight chisel,
cut the corners square [Photo l], and
remove as much of the scalloping along
the edges as possible.

To make the faux tenons, cut a blank
to the desired thickness and width, and
chamfer the ends, as shown earlier. Set
your fence for the distance you want

the tenon to extend above the surface
of the mortise piece-%" in this case-
and cut 7s"-deep kerfs on both edges
and faces [PhotoJ]. Because you're not
cutting completely through the
workpiece, it's safe to use the fence in
combination with a miter gauge.

Now slide the rip fence aside and
attach a stopblock to the miter-gauge
extension to cut off the faux tenon
leaving u ysxr/a" rabbet [Photo K]. Check
that the tenon fits snugly within the
rnort ise,  then glue i t  in place. Q

Sources
Pattern router  b i t .7z -d iameter x 7:"- long bi t
no.  6509, S14.50,  cal l  MLCS at  800-533-9298;
mlcswoodworking.com.
Corner <hlsel .  Ray l les e/ro"  corner chisel ,  $56.95,  cal l
Tools for Working Wood at 800-426-4613;
toolsforworkinqwood.com.
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Sho-Proven Products

Freud delivers above-the-table bit changes and adjustments

These woodworking wares passed our shop trials

I've been building a new router table
but hadn't decided which router to use
in it. After testing Freud's FT3000VCE
3t/+-hrp plunge router, I knew it was the
one for me. It's the first router to
combine all of the features I want-
electronic variable speed, above-the-
table bit changes, and precision depth
control-in a plunge router that will
handle any bit in my shop.

The FT3000VCE delivers ample
power, and the variable-speed control
maintains consistent speed when I plow
a bit into white oak or maple. Even
though it weighs 13 pounds, this router
doesn't feel top-heavy or tippy-like
many 3-hp routers do.

I really like this router for table
routing, though, because I can raise and
lower the bit without a router lift. I like
being able to make bit changes and
height adjustments above the table, but
be prepared: It takes 33 turns of the
wrench to go from bottom to top. With

Titanium-top tablesaw proves its mettle rust

We test hundreds oftools and accessories, but only those that earn at least three
stars for performance make the final cut and appear in this section.

my setup, it was 25 turns to get the
collet high enough to change bits.
That's a minor nuisance I can live with.
offset by the tool's advantages.

The depth control proved unbeliev-
ably accurate. With a 7s" straight-
cutting bit installed, I routed a groove
in a white oak board, changing the
height in r/e+" increments. After each
cut, I measured its depth with a digital
caliper with readings to .001", and each
time, the depth was right on the
money. I got that same level of accuracy
when using the FT3000VCE for hand-
held work. The scale is easy to read,
and depth adjustments are quick and
simple to make.

-Tested by Steve Feeney

FT3000VCE plunqe router
Performance * * * * *
Price

Freud
800-334 -41 0 7; f reudtools. com

$290

I live in Iowa, where summers are hot,
sticky, and dripping with humidity. So I
find the titanium-nitrite-coated cast-iron
top on Steel City's 3-hp cabinet-style
tablesaw to be a huge advantage in my
ongoing battle with rust.

To see how the rust-resistant tabletop
compares with untreated cast iron, I
moved this saw next to a new 8" jointer.
Both got through the winter in fine
shape, but when spring arrived, I began
to see rust on the jointer-and nothing
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on the saw. To accelerate testing, I
spritzed water onto the tops of both,
even making a few small puddles, then
let them sit for 24 hours. The result:
rust where the water had been. The rust
spots on the titanium-nitrite top wiped
away with a clean cloth. No such luck
with the jointer; it took a special
cleaner to remove its rust marks.

This rust-inhibitive feature adds $250
to the price of Steel City's regular
cabinet saw (model 35618). Sure, that's

a lot of money, but to me, it's worth the
peace of mind knowing I don't have to
wax it regularly.

With or without the titanium-nitrite
top, the left-tilting model (35640) is a
superb tablesaw It's also available in a
right-tilt model (35630). With the
heaviest and largest trunnions I've seen
on a 10" saw, it's built like a tank. The
large handwheels turn easily and the
stops are dead-on, with no need for
adiustment. The Biesemeyer-style rip
fence and rails prove durable, accurate,
and easy to adjust.

The throat plate has a red-paint
finish that's dry but sticky, and it slows
down workpieces when I push them
through the blade. I replaced it with a
maple zero-clearance plate. (Scott Box
of Steel City said future throat plates
will be powder-coated to cut friction.)

-Tested by Bob Hunter

10" 3-hp tablesaw, model35640
Performance * * * * *
Pr ice $1,600
Model 3561 8 (regular cast- iron top) $ 1 ,350

Steel City Tool Works
87 7 -7 24-8665; steelcitytoolworks. com
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Kit provides inexpensive
routed designs and inlays
For years I thougf,t it would be greit to
rout or carve ornate designs or add
intricate inlays to my projects, but I
never took the time to learn the
techniques. Milescraft's Desig n I lnlay
Kit saved me the trouble. With this
easy-to-understand-and-use kit and my
plunge router, I was routing attractive
designs onto surfaces in minutes. I also
used the kit to create several inlays and
their pockets and was pleased with how
snugly they fit.

The kit features a two-piece base that
snaps together, creating an enclosed
sprocketlike center. You choose a
design from the kit's manual, and then
insert one of four templates (each with
multiple designs) into the correct
notches, as indicated in the manual.
Finally, using the included router bits
and guide bushings, you rout along the
chosen cutout to craft your design. The
guide bushings work only with the
included universal subbase that fits
almost any router. Also included: a 7e"
downcut spiral bit and atA" Y-groove
bit. So you don't ruin a good workpiece,
you'll want to practice on scrap stock
until you get the hang of it.

If you prefer to hand-carve or paint
one of the designs, you carl use a
special guide bushing and pencil to
simply draw the pattern onto your
workpiece and then carve it with hand
tools or paint it. lF

-Tested bv Dean Fiene

Router Design/lnlay Kit, model 1207
Performance * * * * i . ;

Price

Milescraft
847 -683-9 200; m i lescraft. com

Sharpening Port
[apping Surface-
"plunge-pull"
sharpening
technique and
Sharpening Port
abrasive increases
burr removal and
speeds sharpening

Errrilir{

Hffi
Effi

Dry Cooling System- routed airflow
and heat sink system keeps tools cool
without the mess of a wet system

Ask for it at Rockler, Woodcraft, and wherever you buy your tools.

*p*P,
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us, Too.
The wood Tool Sharpenet

NEW from the makers of

&IlrlII lloctor.
' Cutting Edge Technology for Woodworkers

Iake a look at our latest proiect. lt's the result of yearc of work listening
to woodworkers like you, and then building the wood tool sharpener that
you wanted. Take a tour of the features and see what you think:

150mm Tempered Glass Grinding Wheel- provides
an always llat and true, maintenance-free grinding
surface on which to adhere PSA Abrasives

580 rpm wheel speed-
Powerful 1/5 HP Motor

Sharpening Port-
enables precise and
repeatable angles of 20',
25', 30', and 35'for
chisels and plane irons
up to 2' wide

Innovative Edge-Vision'"
Slotted Wheel lets you
see the cutting edge as

you sharpen!

woodmagazlne.com

Ci rc le  No.  1665
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nffiittr-Trable Push Pad
ot only does this
simple guide keep
stock perfectly

square to the router fence, it
also supports the back edge
of the routed stock to
minimize tear-out. Plus, it
keeps your hands safely
away from the spinning bit.
To build it, cut the pieces

to the sizes and shapes
noted on the drawing. Cut
several extra supports so
you can replace them as the
inside end gets routed away.
For a comfortable grip, rout
the edges of the handle
with a 7+" round-over.
Screw, but do not glue,

the support to the base.
Then, screw the handle to
the base. Sufficiently
countersink the screws
securing the handle to the
base so they don't scratch or
catch on the top of your
router table. lF

Project design: Tom Clark

RIGHT-ANGLE
ROUTER-TABLE PUSH PAD

tZ" round-overs

Find more shop project plans at:
wood magazine.com/freepla ns

7gz" shank hole, countersunk
on bottom side. with a

7/aq" pilotholes/q" deep in handle

F

# 8 x 1
wood

90



AsItWOOD
Answers to your questions from
letters, e-mails, and WOOD Online'

Ra i l b i t st i le bit

Divide rail and stile cuts
fi .I 've seen two router-bit
f( o options for making rail-and-
stilei joints: matching bit sets and a
single combination bit .  l t  seems to
me that the matching sets are the
better way to go. Any thoughts?

-Creg Perlberg, Chantilly, Va.

A aWe favor the two-bit method,
Fl o too, Greg. With two-bit sets, you
make both cuts with the parts face-
down on the router table. When you
rout all the pieces face-down, you can
sand out minor stock thickness differ-

Choose food-safe wood for
cuttinq boards
fl .l 'f, going to make some cut-
f<,oting boards, but I'm not sure
whiih woods are food-safe. What
can I use, and what shouldn't I use?

-lessy McKenzie, St. Joseph, Minn.

A . For cutting boards that will be
Fl I used daily, Jess, stick with tight-
grained domestic hardwoods, especially
maple, birch, and beech. The small
pores on these dense hardwoods leave
fewer hiding places for foodborne
bacteria than an open-grained wood,
such as red oak. (Bamboo, actually a
grass, offers another safe option.)

Lighter wood colors also work better
than walnut, purpleheart, or other dark
woods, where the color can leach out
when wet. That's especially true if you
use highly diluted chlorine bleach to
sanitize your wood cutting boards.

VS.

a:51'.J
t.. 
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Combination bit

for easier joints
ences from the back, leaving the front
profile unaffected.

With a combination bit, though, you
rout one profile face-down and the
other face-up. Reversing the workpiece
orientation this way may require you to
sand out stock thickness differences
from the front, throwing off the profile
at the joints.

Also, with a combination bit like the
one shown above, youtll need to take
special care to keep hands away from
the exposed upper portion of the bit
when using the stile-cutting section.
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For an answer to your woodworking question, write to ASK
WOOD,1716 Locust St.,  LS-221, Des Moines,lA 50309-3023,
or e-mail  us at askwood@woodmagazine.com. For immediate
feedback from your fellow woodworkers, post your questions on
one of our woodworking forums at woodmagazine.com/forums.

Nail down the best brad size
fi . l 'm looking at buying a 15- or

Y o 16-gauge f inish nai ler for my
shop. From my experience, 18-gauge
brads tend to follow the grain and
blow out the side. Would 16-gauge
nails act the same?

-Ronald Seto, Voncleove, Miss.

A . All three nail gauges can be
Fl o deilected by grain, Ronald.
Instead, choose your nailer and nail
length to suit what you're building and
the materials you use.

To attach wide oak crown molding to
a large project or in a room, use a 15- or
16-gauge nailer for added holding
power. The tradeoff: You have to putty
larger holes from the 15- and 16-gauge
nailers compared to an 18-gauge nailer.
For medium-size or tabletop projects,
use an l8-gauge nailer or a 23-gauge
pin nailer for even less puttying.

To lessen the chance of blow-out.
choose the nail length that penetrates
the top piece of wood and extends no
deeper than 1" into the piece below. So
for nailing 3/e"-thick stock like that
shown below, choose a nail no longer
than l3/q". For safety's sake, even with
shorter nails, never grip the wood with
your fingers on either side of the nail's
intended path.

Angled
grarn can
deflect
na i ls .

,  , , ,  I  , :  
.

' ;

Ouch! Blow-outs can del iver a painful
surprise to f ingers gripping the sides of the
vert icalboard.

continued on page 94
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loinery as art
7n 1ufuril" trying to salvage a
\<,ocanvas stretching frame that
musl be more than 100 years old, I
encountered a miter joint l've never
seen before. What is it called?

- Roy G a i n es, Toccoa, G a.

A aone of our joinery sources
Fl oreferred to a similar joint as a
mitered mortise-and-tenon, Roy, or you
could call it a twin mitered bridle joint.
But the company that pioneered it, Tara
Materials, calls it an interlocking
tongue-and-groove ioint. The joint was
developed in L875 by founder E.H.
Friedrichs for the company's canvas-
stretching frames. (It even was illus-
trated in a I9O7 Fredrix catalog shown
below.)

Today's version, shown at bottom,
hasn't changed much from the original.
The tongues in both pieces slide irito
corresponding slots, creating a frame
that resists torquing out of shape from
the stress of stretched canvas. The joint
also provides plenty of surface grain for
a solid glue bond, unlike a simple,
unreinforced mitered frame, with its
end-grain gluing surfaces.

lllustration courtesy of Fredrix Artist Canvas

continued on page 96
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FALL CLAMP SALE
Use Gode WFALLOT When You Order

To Save An Additional10o/o Off Advertised Glamp Prices

To Purchase lrom our large selection of products log onto www.woodline.com or Gall 800472{950 Today

W(
Pd

DLINE USA
LLEL
P SYSTEM

wL-2066
wL-2065

The Best Clamp/Tool/Guide System
for every woodworker

25" BlueMar Bar C|amp......................S22.95
37" BlueMax Bar C|amp......................524.95
50" Blueilax Br C|amp......................$28.95
25" BlueMax Back-ToBack BarClamp...$33.95
36" Elueilax Back To-8ack Bar Clamp...$ 3 5.95
50' BlueMax Eack TeBack Bar Clamp...$CZ.gS

7 Pc Rorrnclorrer Siet
Create the perfect decorativo edge for all your projects. Includes l/8"' 3/16',
1/4', 5/1 6", 318', 1 12', 3/4" radius roundovots In a boautiful wood case. The
portectadditlontoanycollectlon. ,\ltr rr G I lr tlE

. True Parallel Heads provide reliable
uniform pressure across the full length of the
clamp surface
. Durable Tool Steel Rail for years of reliable
service
. Built In Clamp Pad eliminates damage to
materials
. Reversible head for push/pull action
. Built in flip-down clamp stand stabalizes for
multiple clamp applications

PC-15 - 15tt capacity......,...............s25.95
PC-27 - 27tt Capacit|..,...................527.95
PC-39 - 39tt capacit|...................,,,s32.95
PC-59 - 59tt Capacit!.................,,,..$35.95

wL-2002- 7 :1t2"9#hl $45e5

A
ffi

Folding I landle
System For
Superior Clamping
Pressure WithouttO.trr.tU

I Reliable cam-action system with variable pressure levels for all your clamping needs *
* Double T-slot system for limitless accessory jig applications like our NEW Panel Master System *

* Unique Back-To-Back system that can be seperated into 2 indiviual clamps for unbelievable versatility in all t

6pc Gabinet Set

. 3-114" ogee raised panel

. 2-piece ogee rail & sti le
r reversible glue joint
. drawer lock
.  door l ip

wL.2o2o.L ?'IH[,lil 0 9 tu

Woodline USA's most
comprehensive carbide
tipped bit collection
features 66 carefully chosen
profiles in a fully labeled
wooden case. The perfect
set to start or complete
every wootlworkers
collection of bits.

Woodllne USA -'l'l{ Wheeler St., LaVergne, Tl{ 37086 - 800472-6950 - 6'l$793{474 - www.woodllno.con

wooDuNH0#,
WOODLINEUSA

Circle No.310



G,,r0RGA|{IZE YOUR TOOLS
f$ALLsjrEELsroRAGE =

ffiww.wallcontrol.com
(770)-723-r2sr

Circ le  No.  2100

Ask WOOD

Watts the difference?
fl . l  purchased a used
{otablesaw that has the op-
t ion to wire i t  for either 115 or
23O volts. My landlord, who pays
the electric bill, says that wir-
ing it for 23O volts will use more
electricity. What are the pros
and cons for either voltage?

-Rick Espafio, Cherry Volley, Colif.

A o Your tablesaw's motor uses the
ff o same amounr or erectrrcitlz
(measured in watts) regardless of the
voltage, Rick. If you look at the plate on
your saw's motor, similar to the one
below, you'll see that as the voltage
doubles, the saw uses half as many amps.
For example, this contractor-style saw
drops from 18 to 9 amps as the voltage
doubles. Either way you multiply the
combinations-l15 volts times 18 amps
or 23O volts times 9 amps-the power
consumption remains 2,07O watts.

So why wire for 230 volts? Look at
those amp numbers again. If you're
pull ing 18 amps on a Zo-amp circuit,
there's the chance of tripping a circuit
breaker if your saw encounters an
especially heavy load, or at startup, when
it draws a brief surge of power. By
switching to 230 volts, you relieve that
strain on the circuit, doing you and your
landlord a favor.

If your saw needs an extension cord
50' or longer, that's another reason to opt
for 23O volts. The higher voltage encoun-
ters less resistance within the cord,
delivering more power to your saw.

As for cons, a 230-volt outlet should be
wired by a professional, and the breaker
box may not have space to expand.

Plates attached to power tool motors wil l  tel l
you your wir ing options. This tablesaw motor
uses 18 amps for 115-volt current or 9 amps
for 230-volt current' 

contitutr:er on page 9g
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Banish bad bandsaw vibes
fi  .  l  just  bought a 14" bandsaw

{ r that  works beaut i fu l ly  and is
accr i rate,  but  i t  has a v ibrat ion-a
pulse every hal f -second or so.  The
pul leys l ine up correct ly and the bel t
is  t ight ,  so I  pushed a wooden wedge
between the motor and the saw to
tension the bel t .  That stopped the
vibrat ion,  but did I  do something
hor r ib le  tha t  w i l l  cause prob lems
down the road?

-Cary Chapman, Hemet, Calif.

r  Horrible? No, but tensioning the

r belt  with that wedge could stress

the rnotor bearings, Cary, so you' l l  need

another solut ion.
Belts can develop a kink frotn being

tightly coi led in the saw's shipping
carton, just as they can frot l  being left

looped around a srnal l  pul ley wheel for

long periods. Because i t 's a new saw,
you could solve the problem by writ ing

the manufacturer for a replacetnent
belt.  But i f  the problern returns, switch

to a l ink belt ,  I ike the one shown at

r iglrt ,  that doesn't  develop such kinks
when left  in one posit ion. (Order l ink

belt rro. 52233, $7.:19 per foot, frotn
Rockler Woodworking and Hardware,
BO0 -27 9 - 4441 or rockler.cotn. )

To instal l  i t ,  just loosen the tnotor-

mounting bracket to temove the old

belt.  Then shorten the l ink belt  to equal

the length of the original belt .  Match

the direct ion of travel stamped on the

belt l inks, showrt at bottortt ,  to the

direct ion the saw pul leys turn, and
tension the belt according to the salt '
rnanufacturer 's instruct ions. $

WOOD magazine November 2007
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Ahead
A peek inside the December/January issue (on sale November 20)

Wood joint torture test 2
\Ue made dozens of door and drawer jotnts, then
destroyed them, so you'll know which ones are str0ngest.

f;:r':: 
"- t : : : , '

S  ' '  ' ' : _
'; *."q--^".
: i{}-.:-:;:: --'bje''n.

Mix & match modular cabinet systent
tombine any of eight components to assernble everything from a small
bookshelf to an entertainment center. [onstruction is super-simple.

General-purpose
tablesaw blades
(an one b lade hand le
a l l y o u r  r i p p i n g  a n d
crosscu i t in ,q  tas l (c ' j i r / ,
tested 3i;  ni i [ ;  , , ' '

40- tooth j0  f  lnnps i ;

search of the per fec l

do-every th ing b lade.
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Drop-leaf table
l t sea ts twoasshown obove ,o r  up tos ixw i th i t s leavesup .Turn the legsorbuy them
premade. And watch for a matching hutch in the March issue.
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President ia l
coin flag
This patr iot ic case holds
a growing col lect ion of
the new coins honor ing
U.5. chief  execut ives.

A fresh approach
to box joints
Here's a twist on tlte
traditronal box-loint jig.
I t  enables you to cut
interchangeable box
sides for easy assembly.

-'.l
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